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PREFACE

This policy guide argues the case for improved indicators of student coursework, illus-
trates the kinds of information they convey, and assesses the feasibility of alternative data collec-
tion strategies for producing theta It is not a typical research report summarizing study findings
in full detail, nor is it a handbook for technical experts charged with designing new indicators.
Rather, the guide is addressed to members of the policy community who use the information
gmerated by state data systems and who must decide on the value and feasibility of gathering
additional data. A companion to this volume, The Design of hummed Coursework indicators: First
Steps, Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (CREWE), UCLA
Graduate School of Education, explores the technical issues involved in designing coursework
indicators and is primarily intended to be used by those who develop new measures and manage
data collection, analysis, and reporting.

This policy guide was prepared as part of a project sponsored by CRESST and funded by
the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OEM US. Department of Education.
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SUMMARY

What is taught, who teaches, and how they teach lie at the heart of schooling. Yet the de-
velopment of improved curriculum measures has lagged far behind that of school resource and
student achievement measures. Current indicators are inadequate and will become even more so
as curricular policy and practice evolve.

Coursework is the most tangible feature of curriculum at the high school WHAT IS
level. Although coursework does not encompass the full range of ideas, COURSEWORK?
values, and knowledge that schools attempt to inculcate in students, it
does capture essential elements of curriculum that can be measured in a
systematic way. In its broadest form, coursework includes the courses
that schools offer, patterns of coursetaking by different types of students,
the content of those courses, coursework objectives, the instructional
strategies used, and teachers' qualifications and experience.

This policy guide argues the case for improved indicators of student
coursework, illustrates the information different types of measures con-
vey, and outlines the key choices that need to be made about data collec-
tion strategies. The examples used in the text are drawn from the School
Reform Assessment (SRA) project, a two-year exploratory study under-
taken to design a variety of coursework indicators.

The need for better coursework indicators can be argued on both educa- THE CASE FOR
tional research and policy grounds. Research on the relationship be- IMPROVED
tween student achievement and couzsework has shown that data on stu- INDICATORS
dent test scores are of little use unless information is also available on OF STUMM'
factors that influence the distribution of those scores and help shape COURSEWORK
changes in achievement, for example, the curricular opportunities af-
forded different types of students. But that infonnation must consist of
more than course offerings and enrollment statistics enumerated simply
by course title. Many course titles convey no information about content
or how that content is presented. Because the curriculum offered within
most high schools is differentiated according to student ability levels,
and curricula also vary significantly across schools, course titles tell very
little about what the schools are teaching or how coursework is
influencing student performance.

Over the past decade, elected officials, especially at the state level, have
extended their traditional concern about how schools are governed and
financed to include what the schools teach, who teaches it, and in some
cases, how it is taught. Policymakers are now interested in learning
about the content students are receiving, and many have expressed con-
cern about the effects of recent coursework policies on low-achieving
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students and on the range of curricular offerings. Current data, based on
simple enrollment counts, is inadequate to answer their questions.
Indicator designers will increasingly have to take into account both the
broader schooling context in which curriculum is delivered to students
and the question of depth as well as breadth of coverage. Even states
with well-developed indicator systems lack data beyond course enroll-
ment statistics, and more sophisticated data are limited to national sam-
ples.

DESIGN Indicators that validly measure which courses schools offer, the content
STANDARDS included in those courses, the qualifications of the people teaching them,
FOR and the students enrolled in them must meet four technical criteria:
COURSEWORK
INDICATORS They must be linked to a larger model of the schooling pro-

cess.

They must differentiate among tracks or levels of the
curriculum.

They must distinguish between the curriculum as it is in-
tended by designers and policymakers and as it is actually
implemented in schools and classrooms.

They must measure, to the extent possible, the depth of the
curriculum as well as its breadth.

Coursework indicators, however, must meet more than just technical
standards. To be policy-relevant, they must also provide useful infor-
mation for policy decisionmaking, and they mast be feasible to collect
and report.

SAMPLE Student coursework consists of four basic elements: content or topic
COURSEWORK coverage, instructional strategies, curricular objectives, and teacher
INDICATORS qualification& Valid coursework indicators can help gauge how schools

perform on each of these dimensions.

Topic Coverage Coursework patterns and trends can be identified by asking teachers to
note how many class periods they devoted to a particular topic in a spe-
cific section and how they treated that topic. Topic coverage data can be
used in a variety of ways. Reports of the average number of periods
across classrooms and schools, for example, enable comparisons of the
proportion of class time spent on formal institutions in U.S. government
classes as opposed to the proportion spent on political dynamics and
policy outputs. Or they can be used to examine how the relative empha-
sis accorded different topics compares with state curriculum frameworks
and various professional standards, or how this emphasis has changed
over time.
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One measure of the quality of a high school curriculum is the amount of
an academic subject's core content that is covered in a typical course and
whether that proportion varies significantly across sections of the same
course. Sophisticated indicators can be constructed from topic coverage
data to show the proportionate coverage of core topics in different types
of classes. For example, data from a small sample of schools in the SRA
project showed that while students in a typical algebra I section had
more exposure to a core set of algebra and enriched topics than their
counterparts in either pre-algebra or general mathematics classes, con-
tent coverage varied enormously across sections of courses with the
same title. Excluding extreme values, the proportion of topics covered
ranged from 44 to 93 percent in algebra I sections; from 33 to 80 percent
in pre-algebra; and from 0 to 67 percent in general mathematics sections.
In other words, topic coverage data revealed that in this sample of
schools, some algebra I students receive no more exposure to algebra
content than students enrolled in general mathematics and pre-algebra
classes.

Information about the mode in which content is being delivered to stu- Instnictional
dents can be obtained by asking about the frequency with which teachers Strategies
use different instructional strategies (e.g., lecturing to the class, having
students work in small groups, assigning research papers, etc.).
Information about instructional strategies can provide important insights
into the curricula that different types of students are receiving. For ex-
ample, while the teacher lectured almost every day in US. history and
government classes of all ability levels in the indicator design sample,
more than twice a s many high- and average-ability classes than low-
ability classes required student presentations at least monthly, and stu-
dents in high-ability classes were three times as likely as those in low-
ability dasses to write research papers.

The relative emphasis teachers place on different objectives (e.g., devel- Curricular
oping an attitude of inquiry vs. performing computations with speed Objectives
and accuracy) is an indicator of their expectations for a particular course,
and their choice of objectives is likely to influence how they configure
topics and instructional activities within that course. Teachers' reported
objectives can thus suggest the direction in which coursework and
teaching in a particular subject area may be heading. And, like topic
coverage and instructional activities, the relative emphasis accorded dif-
ferent objectives also helps in differentiating among course levelse.g.,
an overwhelming majority of general mathematics teachers in the SRA
sample reported a major emphasis on developing an awareness of the
importance of mathematics in everyday life, while significantly more
algebra I teachers listed cultivating a systematic approach to problem-
solving as a major emphasis in their classes.



Teacher A final indicator of student coursework is the match between teachers'
Qualifications qualifications and their teaching assignments. States are inaeasingly

collecting teacher assignment data that can be linked to a database on
teacher certification status. However, certification status in some sub-
jects may provide only a partial, or even a distorted., picture of teacher
qualifications. For example, 83 percent of the 310 mathematics sections
in the SRA sample were taught by teachers certified in mathematics, but
only 58 percent were taught by teachers who had majored in mathemat-
ics or mathematics education. Years of teaching experience and the re-
cency of professional development in relevant subject matter are two
other measures of teacher qualifications.

DATA The tradeoff between ensuring high technical quality of indicators and
COLLECTION minimizing cost and respondent burden becomes dearest when indicator
STRATEGIES system designers have to decide which data collection strategies to use.
FOR States and school districts that currently collect information on course-
COURSEWORK work typically use the least expensive and least burdensome option, that
INDICATORS of recording school-level offerings and enrollment categorized by con-

ventional course titles. However, as the technical limitations of these
data grow more apparent and policymakers continue to demand better
information, states will have to adopt data collection strategies that entail
greater cost and respondent burden but produce more valid and useful
information. Although in-depth methods such as classroom observa-
tions will never be feasible for collecting routine indicator data, teacher
surveys, combined with periodic collection of more detailed data, may be
a reasonable alternative.

In most subject areas, teacher surveys will require several years to de-
sign, and each will take from 30 minutes to 1 hour to fill out. However,
the costs of initial design work can be reduced if states and school dis-
tricts form consortia to share responsibility for development efforts.
Teacher burden can be minimized by collecting coursework data only
once every two or three years, by focusing on only several critical courses
in each subject area, and by collecting data in cycles, for example, cover-
ing English and social studies in one cycle and mathematics and science
in the next.

Ensuring the validity of the inferences drawn from indicator data re-
quires that benchmark data be collected. These data are more difficult
and costly to collect than routine indicator data, and they serve as stan-
dards or anchors against which the validity of the routine data can be
judged. Benchmark data require deeper probes than are possible with
survey data and, as such, do not need to be collected as often or on as
large a sample as conventional indicator data.



Benchmark data can serve four purposes in a state indicator system:

Benchmark data can inform the development and evaluation
of new coursework measures because they represent the
content and process of inshuction much more closely than
do more routine data (e.g., M-depth interviews with teachers
or classroom observations vs. teacher surveys), and they are
less subject to the extraneous influences that limit or com-
promise routine data.

After an indicator system has been operating for some time,
benchmark data can be used to assess the extent to which
measures have been corrupted by social desirability or pol-
icy pressures (e.g., teachers reporting classroom behaviors
consistent with reform policies, while their examinations do
not reflect such behaviors).

Benchmark data can provide a context for interpreting
trends or unexpected changes in aggregate indicator data
(e.g., through school-level case studies).

Benchmark data can be used to complement and enhance
indicator system data through studies that explore in depth
areas of policy or practitioner concern that indicator data
have sigpaled as problematic (e.g., curricular opportunities
becoming more unequal in certain types of schools).

We recommend that states interview small samples of district- and
school-level staff, code student transcripts, and review teachers' syllabi
and course materials. We also recommend that states wishing to collect
more extensive data on student coursework make significant and con-
tinuing investments in benchmark data. About one-quarter of a state's
coursework indicator budget should be allocated to benchmark data col-
lection.

Those who commission and design new indicators can rarely control AVOIDING
how they are used. Nevertheless, taking into account how similar mea- PROBLEMS IN

sures have been used in the past and anticipating how new ones might THE USE OF

be used could help to avoid problems. State officials should keep in COURSEWORK
mind, first, that as indicators gain significance in the policy world, they INDICATORS
tend to provide less valid information about what is actually occurring in
classroomsthat is, they are likely to become corrupted as measures.
Second, indicators are powerful levers for changing classroom behavior,
but the changes are often not what policymakers and indicator designers
intended.
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Such problems can be minimized if state officials are clear from the very
beginning about the appropriate uses of coursework indicator& These
indicators are best used to document trends, assess the performance of
the overall educational system, identify and target policy solutions, and
aid in local improvement efforts. If they are used to compare schools or
to assess teacher performance, they will probably cease to provide valid
information and may even distort instnrctional practices in ways that
compromise student learning.

CONCLUSIONS Improving the information base on which decisions are made about edu-
cational policy and practice is not easy. Designing valid and useful mea-
sures takes time; collecting the necessary data imposes financial and
other costs; and using indicator data in a constructive way requires con-
siderable thought and planning. While these represent formidable chal-
lenges in any type of indicator development, they are particularly de-
manding in the case of coursework indicators because of the need for
validation and deeper probes in the form of benchmark data.

Despite these challenges, the price that states will pay for not collecting
better coursework data may be unacceptably high. Strategies for attain-
ing performance goals cannot be implemented, classroom learning op-
portunities cannot be equalized, and policy impacts cannot be effectively
monitored if current information gaps persist. Indicator development
will never have the visibility or political appeal of new policy initiatives
aimed at improving schools. Nevertheless, data about what schooln are
teaching form the cornerstone of those initiatives, and the consbNents of
public schooling need valid information on coursework to continue the
work of educational reform.
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1. THE NEED FOR IMPROVED INDICATORS
OF STUDENT COURSEWORK

While no single theme characterizes the education reforms of the past five years, two pre-
dominate. The first is an emphasis on curriculum: what students study; what skills, concepts,
and knowledge are included in their course of study; and who teaches them. This emphasis re-
sulted from growing concern that American students are not receiving as rigorous a curriculum
as their counterparts in nations that compete economically with the United States, and from evi-
dence that learning opportunities are unequal across different types of local districts, schools, and
students. Policy actions addressing these concerns have included increased course requirements
for high school graduation; state and local guidelines for core curricula; efforts to improve the
quality of textbooks; and greater attention to the match between teacher qualifications and teach-

ing assignments.

The second theme is a demand for better information about the schooling THE DEMAND

process and its outcomes. This demand is premised on the belief that FOR BETTER

schools should be held accountable to the public and to their elected rep- INFORMATION

resentatives and that sound information about educational conditions
and performance is critical to improving the quality of schooling.
Policies designed to meet this need have included the expansion of state
testing programs; the upgrading of state indicator systems to encompass
measures beyond student scores on standardized tests; and a variety of
programs that reward, punish, or assist schools based on indicator data.

This policy guide joins the two themes by suggesting ways in which
states might develop more valid and useful indicators of student
coursework. At the high school level, coursework is the most tangible
feature of curriculum, defined here as the complete array of learning op-
portunities provided to students throughout their years of schooling.
Although the notion of coursework does not encompass the full range of
ideas, values, and knowledge that schools attempt to inculcate in stu-
dents, it does capture most of the essential elements of curriculum that
can be measured in a systematic way. In its broadest form, coursework
includes the courses that schools offer, patterns of coursetaking by dif-
ferent types of students, the content of those courses, coursework objec-
tives, the instnictional strategies used, and teachers' qualifications and
experience.'

1Th1s report focuses on high school curricula because the notion of coursework is
well-defined at that level. Curricular content in elementary schools is not as clearly divided
into separate courses, and instructional groupings operate at the level of the work group
rather than the entire classroom; therefore, curriculum indicators need to be conceptualized
and measured differently at that level. Section 6 discusses these distinctions and their
implications for designing indicators of the curriculum presented to different types of
elementary school students.
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The strategies and recommendations discussed here are based on an ex-
ploratory project undertaken to develop reliable coursework indicators
that are also:

Sensitive to major policy changes,

Relevant to policymakers' information needs, and

Efficient to collect and report.

This guide does not outline step-by-step procedures for designing new
indicators. Not only was our research too preliminary to produce a doc-
ument of such certainty, but each state will have to tailor its indicators to
its own policies, instructional practices, and information needs.

Although the design strategies we present are suggestive, we argue
strongly that indicators of student coursework are needed and that cur-
rent measures are inadequate and will become even more so as curricular
policy and practice continue to evoive over the next decade. The re-
mainder of this section presents a case for improved indicators of student
coursework Section 2 discusses the characteristics of valid and useful
couniework indicators. Section 3 briefly summarizes the research project
on which this guide is based. Section 4 presents sa:vle coursework
indicators and illustrates the kinds of information they can provide.
Section 5 assesses different strategies for collecting data on student
coursework. Fmally, Section 6 outlines steps that states can take to de-
velop improved coursework indicators.

WHY DEVELOP The reed for improved coursework indicators can be substantiated on
IMPROVED both educational research and policy grounds, and arguments for their
INDICATORS development are reinforced by the limits of eldsling indicators.
OF STUDENT
COURSEWORK? Research studies over the past fifteen years have documented the empir-

ical relationship between student achievement, the types of courses
The Link taken, and the content and level of those courses. Raizen and Jones
Between (1985) summarized four studies based on nationally representative stu-
Coursework and dent samples that showed a strong correlation between the number of
Student mathematics courses students take and their achievement in mathemat-
Achievement ics. This relationship persists even when background variables such as

home and community environment and previous mathematics learning
are taken into account. Research has also shown that the level, as well as
the number, of courses students take is correlated with achievement.
Jones et at (1986), after controlling for socioeconomic status (SES) and
test scores two years earlier, found that students in the High School and
Beyond (HS&B) sample with at least five transcript credits in mathemat-
ics courses at or above the algebra I level xored an average of 17 per-
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centage points higher on a standardized mathematics test than those
with no course credits in higher-level mathematics.

Some of the most compelling evidence about the relationship between
achievement and curricular content comes from the Second International
Mathematics Study (SIMS), which attempted to explain the poor per-
formance of U.S. students relative to that of students in other indus-
trialized countries. The SIMS researchers began by eliminating what
they called "deceptive explanations." For example, they found that
although the Japanese school year is longer than the US. school year (243
days vs. 180), Japanese students spend less time in mathematics
instruction than their Amerimn counterparts (101 hours per year vs. 144).
After eliminating the deceptive explanations, the researchers found
realand strikingdifferences between the ways curncula are
organized in the highest-achieving countries and the way they are
organized in the United States. At the lower-secondary level, the
Japanese curriculum emphasizes algebra; the curricula in France and
Belgium are dominated by geometry and fractions. In contrast, US.
schools allocate their curricula more equally across a variety of topics
thus covering each subject much more superficially. The mathematics
curriculum in US. schools is characterized by extensive repetition and
review, and little ir.tensity of coverage. This low-intensity coverage
means that individual topics are treated in only a few class periods, and
concepts and topics are quite fragmented (McKnight et al., 1987;
Burstein, forthcoming).

Past research, most notably the SEWS, has produced two important fmd-
ings for indicator development. Fust, research has shown that data on
student test scores are of little use unless information is also available on
the factors that influence the distribution of those scores across different
types of students and schools and that help shape changes in achieve-
ment over time. Test-score data can indicate whether educational condi-
tions are getting better or worse, but they provide little insight into why
particular trends exist or how problems could be solved or successes
replicated. For example, the most recent National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) found that student gains in mathematics
achievement since 1978 have been confined primarily to lower-order
skills, and that only about half of all 17-year-olds have mastered mathe-
mafical procedures such as solving simple linear equations or making
decisions based on information drawn from graphs (Dossey et aL, 1988).
That information, however, leaves some very basic questions unan-
swered: What kinds of students are most likely to lack these skills? Is
the content on which students are being tested offered in most high
school mathematics courses? Are the teachers who teach those courses
adequately prepared to convey the relevant content?

k)

... data on student
test scores are of
little use unless
information is also
available on the
factors that influence
the distribution of
those scores across
different types of
students and schools
and that help shape
changes in
achievement over
time.
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Indicator data on student outcomes document problems that need to be
addressed; data on schooling trends, e.g., in coursework, help identify
the sources of the problems and point to potential solutions.

The second important research finding is that supplementing test-score
data with information limited to the titles of course offerings and enroll-
ments will not remedy the current inadequacies of most indkator sys-
tems. Data on the types of courses that schools offer and the numbers of
students enrolled in them provide only the most superficial understand-
ing of the relationship between curriculum and achievement. As the
SIMS results illustrate, the essential information is not just whether stu-
dents take a particular course or even a sequence of courses, but rather
what content is covered in those courses and how that content is pre-
sented. Measuring coursework solely by titles of offerings and numbers
of enrollments produces confusing information that is of little use to ei-
ther educational policy or instructional practice.

One of the major reasons for the lack of information conveyed by course
titles alone is the differentiation of curricula within high schools accord-
ing to student ability levels. Most comprehensive high schools have
traditionally been characterized by multiple tracks, a system that has
been shown to have clear consequences for the learning opportunities ac-
corded different types of students (Oakes et aL, 1990; Oakes, 1985;
Gamoran and Berends, 1987; Gamoran, 1987). In some subject areas,
particularly mathematics and science, such differences are partly cap-
tured in course titles or in tLe level designations appended to those titles.
However, in other subject areas, such as social studies, course titles tell
very little about the breadth or depth of content coverage or the instruc-
tional strategies used. The information problem is further confounded
by the movement of some high schools away from tracking to heteroge-
neous classes while others maintain the traditional system.

Basing coursework measures on course titles will become even more
problematic as curricular approaches change over the next decade.
Professional groups such as the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) are recommending that mathematics courses and
topics be reconfigured (e.g., they should more closely integrate ideas
from algebra and geometry) as a way of strengthening high school math-
ematics instruction (NCTM, 1989). At the same time, some schools and
districts have lengthened the traditional year-long algebra I sequence to
two years to provide lower-achieving students with exposure to algebra.
In a state where either of the above policies has been implemented, the

/
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titles of course offerings and enrollments will provide little information
that is comparable over time or place.

Past research provides dear evidence to support the argument that indi-
cator systems must include measures of student coursework. Research
findings, coupled with the changing nature of curricula, also suggest that
cotusework indicators must be more sophisticated than simple counts of
offerings and enrollments.

The call for improved indicators of student coursework is based not only
on educational research, but also on the information needs of policymak-
ers. More than at any other time in recent history, policymakers at all
governmental levels are asking questions about public schools and tak-
ing actions that require more and better data. This interest in improved
indicators is reflected at the federal level in efforts to expand and en-
hance the quality of national and international data; at the state level, in
the work of organizations such as the Council of Chief State School
Officers (CCSSO) to strengthen the capacity of states to collect and report
indicator data and to standardize selected information across states; and
at the district level, in the activities of individual states and local districts
to track schooling conditions and monitor the progress of their educa-
tional reforms.

The growing demand for better coursework indicators stems from the
central fact that over the past decade, elected officials, especially at the
state level, have extended their traditional concern about how schools are
governed and financed to include what schools teach, who teaches it,
and in some cases, how it is taught Figure 11 depicts this expansion of
the policy sphere. The upper circle represents that part of the educa-
tional system most open to policy influence, the area of how schools are
financed, governed, and organized. The lower circle includes the core
features of schooling that are more difficult for policy to influence di-
rectly (e.g., student characteristics, teaching quality, and instructional
methods). However, many factors lie between these two realms (e.g.,
how teachers rre trained, what content students are taught). These fac-
tors affect the classroom directly but are also open to policy influences
and have been the major targets of recent reform initiatives. Elements of
schooling for which only practitioners needed information in the past are
now also the purview of policymakers.

Policymakers are not only interested in the coursework content that stu-
dents are receiving, they have also expressed concern al )ut the effects of
recent coursework policies on low-achieving students and about whether
reforms have generated any unintended consequences, such as reduced
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curricular offerings or increased dropout rates.2 They find that current
data, based on simple enrollment counts, are inadequate for answering
their questions.

This growing interest in monitoring the courses that different types of
students are taking and in assessing the impacts of recent coursework
policies has led policymakers to demand information that is quite similar
to what research suggests is important. Both sets of requirements should
lead indicator designers to take into account the broader schooling con-
text in which curriculum is delivered to students; how curriculum differs

Refonn policies

Policy-sensitive features
of education

(e.g., organization, governance,
and finance)

Policy-sanstlivs
end core featuresel4011=FIM1111141

(e.g., teacher preparation,
course offerings and

content)

Core features of
schooling end learning

(e.g., student characteristics,
teacNng quality, instructional

methods)

Fig. 1:1Tho expansion of the educational policy system

2These information needs have been expressed by policymakers in various forums
throughout the country; they also emerged in a focus group session that we conducted
with 20 governors' education aides and in telephone interviews with staff from national
associations representing state policyrnakers as well as state and local policymakers and
their staffs.
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in content and treatment for different students; and depth as well as
breadth of coverage. With such data, the following kinds of policy ques-
tions could be answered more systematically:

How do coursetaking patterns compare in urban and rural
schools? Among students of different ethnic groups?
Between boys and girls?

Have state policies that increase cowse requirements for
high school graduation resulted in students taldrtg more dif-
ficult academic courses or just more lower-level ones?

To what extent is the course content that is suggested (or
mandated) by the state reflected in individual schools and
classrooms?

What is the match between teacher qualifications and their
course assignments? In what courses are out-oi-field as-
signments most prevalent?

Even states with well-developed indicator systems, such as California, The Limits of
lack data beyond course enrollment statistics. More sophisticated indica- Existing
tor data are limited to national samples such as the National Education Indicators
Longitudinal Study (NELS). California's school performance reports in-

form the public about enrollment trends in selected upper-level high
school courses and the proportion of students enrolled in those courses
required for admission to the University of California. However, they do
not track trends in lower-level courses, nor do they provide information
on whether course content is similar across schools or districts.

Several recent studies of trends in student coursetaking illustrate what
can be learned from course enrollment data. These studies also indicate
the limits of such information. A study conducted by Westat for the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) compared the coursetak-
ing patterns of 1987 high school graduates with those of students who
completed high school in 1982. The data for the 1987 cohort were ex-
tracted from approximately 15,000 transcripts from a nationally repre-
sentative sample of high schools selected for the 1985-86 NAP? and from
12,000 transcripts of 1982 high school graduates who participated in the
HS&B study. Westat found that 77 percent of the class of 1987 had taken
algebra I, as compared with 65 percent of the earlier cohort the propor-
tion of students taking biology had increased from 75 percent to 90 per-
cent; and 71 percent of the 1987 graduates had taken at least one
semester of American government, compared with 57 percent of the class
of 1982 (Bennett, 1988). Other analyses of these same data compared
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rates of coursetaking by ethnicity, gender, and curricular track3 (Goertz,
1989).

These studies provide evidence that coursetaking patterns in the imme-
diate post-Nation at Risk period were consistent with policymakers' ex-
pectations in raising course requirements for high school graduation.
They also provide some information on coursetaking patterns across dif-
ferent types of studentse.g., they reveal that the gap between the pro-
portions of white and black students taking algebra is dosing about three
times as fast as the gap in geometry (Goertz, 1989: Table 10).

But there are many important questions that such data cannot answer.
For example. they do not indicate whether the algebra I taken by the later
cohort is Essentially the same course as that offered to the earlier group.
This is a significant issue because some qualitative data (e.g., Bureau of
Research and Assessment, 1986) indicate that as more lower-ability stu-
dents have been placed in algebra classes, teachers have had to cover
fewer topics or cover them in less depth. However, other evidence sug-
gests that the algebra 1 course may have become more rigorous as states
and local school districts have moved to upgrade course quality through
curriculum reform and textbook adoption policies. The data also reveal
nothing about the relationship between Westat's classification of
students into curricular tracks and their actual track assignments and
exposure to subject-matter content within their own schools. This
measure of curricular differentiation may also have little meaning over
time as more schools move toward heterogeneous classes.

Other studies have examined trends in coursetaking on the basis of en-
rollment statistics. Hanson (1989) used data collected by the Florida
Department of Education to analyze changes in coursetaldng in 16 of the
24 secondary schools in Dade County. These data provide information
on the number of sections of various courses that each school offers and
the enrollment in those courses. Although such data do not provide
student-level information, as transcript data do, they can indicate the dis-
tribution of enrollment within and across subject areas as coursetaking
patterns shift For example, Hanson found that mathematics enrollments
had generally shifted toward less academically oriented courses (from
algebra and computer applications to basic skills, informal geometry,
and general mathematics). Across subject areas, science and foreign Ian-

3Westat classified students in the academic track if they earned at least 12 credib in
the care areas of English, history and social studies, mathematics, and/or science and did
not meet the requirements for the vocational track. Students who earned at least 3 credits
in an occupationally specific vocational education area and did not meet the requirements
for the academic track were classified in the vocational track. Students who did not meet
the requirements for either the academic or vocational tvack were classified as being in
neither. This classification system is independent of the assignment policies of individual
schools and has no direct relationship to the content of the courses students took.
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guages gained largely at the expense of vocational education, which lost
19,000 students, or 65 percent of the enrollment increases experienced by
other departments. This information is undoubtedly very important in
tracking policy effects, but key pieces of data are missing.

Efforts are now being made to expand coursework indicators to include
measures of course content and instructional strategies. However, such
data are currently collected only on national samples and have not been
incoTorated into statewide indicator systems. In its teacher question-
naire, the NELS asks teachers of each student in the survey to report on
the topics covered in their classes and the emphasis accorded each topic,
and on the materials and types of instructional activities used.

Information is also requested about the ability level of each class. This
information can relate course content to particular levels or tracks of the
curriculum, yet it tells little about the curriculum offered students across
the country. The NIELS includes no questions about the amount of class
time spent covering different topics, and no attempt is being made to
validate the survey data with other data collection techniques that probe
more deeply into the actual process of classroom instruction.

In arguing that coursework indicators need to measure more than course
offerings and enrollments, we recognize that we are proposing that states
expand their data collection efforts considerably. For example, according
to Blank and Schilder (1989), only 29 states report mathematics and
science enrollments by course, and only 23 report on the proportion of
teachers teaching out-of-field, as defined by the teachers' certification
status. Although a number of state education agencies indicated that
they were considering collecting data on school- and classroom-level
curriculum implementation (including reviews of school curriculum
outlines, teacher surveys, classroom observations, and "opportunity-to-
learn" or topic-coverage questionnaires), these were viewed Ls
"potential" rather than actual methods of data collection (Blank, 1988).
Nevertheless, the imperatives of policy and practice continue to move
states toward designing and using more complete indicators of student
coursework.

The next section outlines standards of technical validity and policy use-
fulness that should guide the design of coursework indicators.
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2. DESIGN STANDARDS FOR COURSEWORK INDICATORS

Educational indicators must meet technical criteria that ensure validity, and they must be
policy-relevant, useful, and feasible. This section outlines the design standards for coursework
indicator& More general discussion of educational indicators can be found in Oakes (1986), OERI
State Accountability Study Group (1988), and Shavelson et al. (1989).

VALID Indicators that validly measure which courses schools offer, the content
COURSEWORK included in those courses, and who teaches and enrolls in them should
INDICATORS meet four technical criteria:

They should be linked to a larger model of the schooling
Proeess.

They should differentiate among tracks or levels of the cur-
riculum.

They should distinguish between the curriculum intended
by designers and policymakers and the one actually imple-
mented in schools and classrooms.

To the extent possible, they should measure the depth of the
curriculum as well as its breadth.

Embed Coursework indicators cannot be developed and used independently of
Coursework indicators that measure the level and type of resources available to
Indicators in a schools, the quality of the teaching staff, and a variety of student-related
Model of measures such as promotion and dropout rates, postsecondary matricu-
Schooling lation, and a broad range of achievement scores. These indicators need

to be interpreted within the context of a conceptual model of the ways
different components of the educational system relate to one another.
Without such a model, single indicators can easily be misinterpreted.
The model may be simple and intuitive, or it can be more complex. The
important point is that it should identify the major elements of the edu-
cational system and illustrate the relationships among those elements.
Such a model cannot specify relationships in either a strictly predictive or
a causal sense, but it can serve as a framework, showing logical linkages
among parts of the schooling system and correlational relationships
supported by past research. An understanding of these relationships is
particularly important in interpreting trends in coursework indicators,
e.g., how changes in coursetaking patterns or content coverage relate to
demographic trends in school enrollments or to shifts in achievement test
scores.



Indicators that attempt to describe curriculum without considering dis- Differentiate
Unctions among student ability levels will obscure crucial attributes of Among
the system, such as which students have access to what types of learning Curricular Tracks
throughout their academic careers. We have already discussed the im- or Levels
portame of measurirwihe extent to whkh curriculum is differentiated
by student ability gr4ings. In some cases, those distinctions are clear
front the course titles, but in many others, differences arrow levels are
evident only if topic coverage and instr -'ional strategies are examined.

Curriculum can be dewed in several ways, from the ideal standards Distinguish
rendered by subject-matter experts, to various state and local policies, to Between
district curriculum guides, to teacher plans, to actual teacher-student in- Intended and
teractions within classrooms (Oakes and Carey, 1989). Coursework indi- Implemented
cators should characterize the implemented curriculum so that it can be Curriculum
compared with the intended one (Murnane and Raizen, 1988). Valid
measures of the curriculum as it is actually presented in classrooms are
needed to answer some very basic questions, e.g., What proportion of
high school courses meet or exceed the curricular standards advocated
by professional organizations in science, mathematics, or English? To
what extent are state model curriculum frameworks reflected in teachers'
content coverage and instructional strategies?

One solution to the problem of course titles providing inadequate infor- Measure the
mation would be to measure the breadth of curricular content by deter- Breadth and
mining what topics are covered in a particular course and the amount of Depth of the
time spent on each. However, as will be illustrated in Section 4, topic Curriculum
coverage in some subjects does not adequately distinguish among
courses. For example, a basic or remedial-level US. history course might
devote as much time to the Civil War as an advanced or honors-level
course. What differentiates the two is the depth of coverage and the
method of presentation. One course might stress discrete facts such as
the dates of important baffles, and might rely heavily on classroom lec-
tures and on reading a textbook in class, while another class might focus
on the broad social and economic issues raised by the Civil War and em-
phasize class discussions and independent student research. The depth
of the curriculum needs to be measured if states and local districts are to
have a robust set of coursework indicators.

If coursework indicators are to inform policy and practice, they should POLICY-

meet more than technical standardsthey should also contribute to pal- RELEVANT
icy decisions, and they should be feasible to collect and report COURSEWORK

INDICATORS
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Create Useful Coursework indicators should be sensitive to major policy changes and
Coursework they should provide information on the factors over which policy has
Indicators some direct influence.

Indicator data do not afford the level of detail and rigor needed for care-
ful evaluation of individual policies or programs (MacRae, 1985;
Shavelson et al., 1989). However, such data can suggest whether trends
in the status of key educational indicators are consistent with what poli-
cymakers hoped to achieve with particular types of policy. For example,
policymakers may have expected higher graduation requirements to in-
crease both the amount and academic rigor of high school coursetaldng;
a comprehensive set of coursework indicators could indicate whether or
not such changes had occurred but could not be used to ascertain
whether those changes were due to specific policy interventions or to
other factors. In other words, indicator data cannot measure the inde-
pendent effects of single polides, but they can signal whether changes
are consistent with broad policy initiatives.

As the scope of educational policymaking continues to expand beyond
the traditional focus on how schools are financed and governed to con-
cerns about what is taught and who teaches it, indicator data that can
inform policy decisions will become an increasingly essential resource.
However, because of the immediacy of the policy community's informa-
tion demands, some data that would be useful to educators and re-
searchers may have low priority. A major criterion for the inclusion of
any particular coursework indicator in a policy-relevant system will be
its ability to measure a factor over which policymakers have some direct
influence. For example, while the curricular goals that teachers seek to
promote or the nature of their interactions with individual students are
important to a valid understanding of the schooling process, these fac-
tors are far from the direct reach of policy. Therefore, when choices have
to be made about which indicators to include in a state or local system,
the highest priority should be given to those that measure factors most
directly influenced by policy.

Emphasizing the information needs of policymakers and other non-
experts, however, does not preclude obtaining information that can also
be useful to educators and researchers. The most effective indicators are
those that serve multiple purposes. Section 4 presents an example of
how the same indicator can be reported in different formats and levels of
detail to accommodate different audiences. However, not all indicators
are equally useful to all audiences, and a single indicator system may not
meet the diverse information needs of policymakers, educators, the gen-
eral public, parents, and researchers. While informing all these audi-
ences should be a goal of indicator design, resource and other constraints
may preclude its achievement Therefore, indicators with explicit policy
relevance should be given priority over factors less directly influenced by
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policy: Satisfying the information demands of policymakers is a primary
function of indicator systems (McDonnell 1989), and indicator data are
not an efficient source of more idiosyncratic information about individ-
ual schools, classrooms, or students.

The standards of technical validity and policy usefulness outlined above
are ideals, and they must be tempered by the realities of policy and prac-
tice. Some of these realities relate to costfor example, measuring cur-
ricular depth may require data collection methods that are too costly for
widespread use by states and local districts. Some realities relate to the
burden that can reasonably be imposed on schools for collecting indica-
tor data and on state agencies for analyzing and interpreting them.
Other constraints include the need to produce timely data on a schedule
that is compatible with policymakers' decision cycles, and to report
indicators that can be understood by a broad range of audiences
parents, policymakers, and newspaper readers, as well as educators.

Throughout the remainder of this guide, as we present sample course-
work indicators and assess different strategies for collecting data on stu-
dent coursework, we shall note the tradeoffs in cost and burden between
less precise or less valid indicators and more sophisticated ones. First,
however, we briefly summarize the research project from which they are
derived.

Design Indicators
That Are Feasible
to Collect and
Use
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3. THE SCHOOL REFORM ASSESSMENT PROJECT

The School Reform Assessment (SRA) project, a two-year exploratory design study, had
two goals: to expand upon and refine the technical quality of existing coursework indicators, and
to accommodate the information needs of policymakers by providing indicators that would mea-
sure, at least in a general way, the effects of major curriculum policies.

PURPOSE AND These two objectives narrowed our task to designing measures of
APPROACH coursetaldng that could be implemented by state governments as part of

their existing information gathering and indicator systems. We viewed
our role as that of developing a template that states could adapt after
more extensive field-testing, to their own policy concerns, information
needs, and data collection procedures. Thus, we had to concentrate on
measures for which data could be efficiently collected through surveys of
school administrators, teachers, and students.

... the major We decided to draw primarily upon existing measures from sources such
contribution of as the SIMS-1EA study, NELS, and NAEP. However, because the valid-
the SRA project ity of many questionnaire items typically used in such studies has not
would not be in been tested, we also undertook several benchrrarking procedures, in-
developing cluding interviews with school- and district-level personnel, evaluations
entirely new of course materials, and the examination of student transcripts to verify
indicators, but in data obtained from the surveys.1 The in-depth interviews and course
refining existing materials provide information that is much closer to the actual content of
indicators, instruction than that provided by enrollment statistics or even most sur-
adapting them to vey items; thus, they constitute evidence about validity or the extent to
the framework of which more routinely collected data are accurately tapping what schools
state indicator really teach.2 Transcript analysis is an important source of historical data
systems, and on how coursework patterns for different types of students have
validating them changed since the pre-reform period, and it provides a way of ascertain-
through a number ing whether the indicators we developed would be valid if the nature of
of benchmarking the curriculum were to change significantly. Thus, we decided that the
procedures. major contribution of the SRA project would not be in developing en-

tirely new indicators, but in refining existing indicators, adapting them
to the framework of state indicator systems, and validating them through
a number of benchmarking procedures.

Because of resource and time constraints, we focused on three mathemat-
ics course categoriesmathematics below algebra I (e.g., general math-
ematics, consumer mathematics, pre-algebra), algebra I, and algebra II-

1The role of benchmark data in a state indicator system is discussed at length in
Section 5.

2Forthcoming report by Daniel Koretz, The RANT) Corporation.
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and two social studies coursesUS, history and vs. government
These subjects were selected because they were particularly affected by
changes in state high school graduation requirement& The specific
course categories were chosen because analyses of local responses to
state curriculum policies suggested that these categories would capture
the range of local effects (Clune, White, and Patterson, 1989). Although
this development effort is limited to five course categories, we believe
that it can serve as a prototype for other subjects and courses.

This study was conducted in two states, California and Georgia, to con- THE STUDY
trol for the policy context in which indicators would be developed and SAMPLE AND
used. By taking into account state policies, we could develop indicators ITS
that would be useful for assessing how the coursework delivered in local LIMITATIONS
high schools compares with state curricular objectives. These two states
were selected because data on their recent policies and local responses to
those policies were available from earlier research.

As noted in Section 1, California's indicator system is one of the most
highly developed state systems in the country; but its information on
student coursetaking is limited to school-level enrollment statistics col-
lected by course title. Because California has engaged in major effort to
upgrade its state-developed curriculum frameworks, it is particularly
important that new indicators measure the extent to which the content of
those frameworks is reflected in school- and classroom-level curricula.

Georgia is currently developing a more comprehensive state indicator
system, including a new course categorization system. An approach like
the one used in the SRA study could help to answer a practical question
that state officials have asked: Can Georgia use a single designation for a
course such as algebra I, or will it need multiple designations to distin-
guish among very different levels and content? The Georgia system of-
fers three different diplomasgeneral, college preparatory, and voca-
tionaleach with different coursework requirements, and this affords an
additional basis for measuring curricular differentiation.3

3Both California and Georgia also increased course requirements for high school
graduation in the 19809, California requires 22 Carnegie units, including 13 in particular
courses: three years of English, two of mathematics, two of science, three of social studies
(including U.S. and world histcay and culture, economics, geography, and U.S.
government), one of fine arts or foreign languige, and two of physical education. These
requirements became effective with the graduating class of 1987.

Georgia requires 21 units, of which 13 ate specified by the state four years of English,
two of mathematics, two of science, three of social studies, one of physical education, and
one of computer technology, fine arts, or vocational education. The course requirements
became effective with the class of 1988.
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We used seven high schools as data sources for our validafion study.4
These schools do not in any way constitute a representative sample of
high schools in California or Georgia. Our strategy of combining surveys
with detailed benchmark data required us to limit our sample to a small
number of schools; and several of those we contacted refused to partici-
pate.5 Nevertheless, the participating schools do vary in location, size,
ethnic composition, and extent of curricular differentiation.6 The sample
is desaibed in greater detail in the Appendix.

Although the sample is small and not representative, it enabled us to de-
velop a unique database for designing indicators that overcome the
shortcomings of current measures. The data enable coursework to be
assessed in greater depth than is possible with the type of statistics now
used in most state indicator systems; they provide a greater span of
variation than is possible in most ethnographic studies; and they allow
for the evaluation of a variety of statistical measures that are often used
in large national studies but rarely judged as to their validity.

DATA The five types of data collected in each school are summarized in Fig. 3.L
COLLECTION The teacher and student surveys are described below, and the remaining
PROCEDURES data are reviewed in Section 5.

Teacher Surveys We assumed that these surveys would eventually be administered as
part of the process of routine state data collection; therefore they were
designed to take teachers only about 30 minutes to complete. In every
school, all of the teachers who taught any mathematics or social studies
course in the 1987-88 academic year were surveyed. They were first
asked questions about their educational background (e.g., number of
mathematics or social studies courses taken, amount of subject-matter in-
service over the past three years) and experience. They were then asked

4Five of the schools included grades 9-12; two of the Georgia schools contained only
grades 10-12. For the latter two schools, ninth-grade mathematics and social studies
teachers were surveyed at the junior high schools that served as feeder schools.

5Despite the problems that we experienced in gaining access to high schools, we
decided not to reduce the scope of our data collection (e.g., by eliminating the transaipt
analysis or limiting the number of students surveyed). Had we done that, access would not
have been a problem, but the quality of our validation effort would have been severely
compromised. We also felt that since state governments would be the agencies most likely
to field-test our indicators in the future, their authority to mandate such data collection
would mean that the indicators would eventually be field-tested on an entire population or
a representative sample of high schools.

6Five of the seven schools have a majority Anglo enrollment (55 to 65 percent); one
has a majority of Hispanics; and the other has an enrollment almost equally divided among
Anglos, Blacks, and Hispanics. The proportion of students going on to attend four-year
colleges ranges from 7 to 28 percent across the seven schools. Three schools have a
minimal amount of formal differentiation among levels of the curriculum? with only
regular and honors classes offered; three are highly differentiated, offering up to four
different levels; and one is moderately differentiated, with remedial, regular, and honors
classes in some subjects, but only regular and honors classes in others.
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Teacher Surveys
Educational backamund and experience
Period-by-period descriptions of

teacNng assignments
Effects of recent state policies
Textbook and malarial usage
Topic coverage and treatment
instructional activs
Course objectives \

Student Surveys
Background and future educational plans
Mathematics and sodal studies classes

taken and grades received
instructional activities In those classes

IROUTINE COURSEWORK INDICATORS I

IPERIODIC BENCHMARK DATA 1

School and District Wen/lows
School characteristics
Course Iamb offered
Student assignment policies
District end state policy effects

Studenttenscripte
Background characteristks
Coumes taken and their levels

Course Materials
SyUabl
Final examinations

Note: If a separate school4evel survey were administered, data on student characteristics
(ce4eorliment composition and recent changes, proportion attending four-year

) could be obtained routinely. However, the most valid Information on the course
levels offered and student assignment policies and how these differ across academic
departments is obtained from open-ended interviews.

Fig. 3.1SRA data sources

to give a period-by-period description of the classes they taught
(including those outside mathemafics and social studies), to provide
some information about teacher assignment patterns, and to indicate
whether and in what ways any of these courses may have been affected
by recent changes in state graduation requirements or other state poli-
cies.

Those teachers who taught any of the five courses being considered in
the SRA were then asked to complete a separate survey (still included in
the 30-minute time limit) for each section of a course that they taught in a
significantly different way7 Teachers were asked about textbooks and

7Respondents who taught multiple sections of the same course to students at the same
ability level using the same instructional strategies were asked to complete only one form.
Therefore, the number of sections listed in the Appendix is lower than the total number
offered across the seven schools.

If teachers taught more than two sections with significantly different content and
instructional approaches, they needed about 45 minutes to complete the survey.
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other materials; topic coverage;8 the number of periods devoted to each
topic; and whether the topic was taught as new content, reviewed and
extended, reviewed only, assumed a S prerequisite knowledge, or not
taught and not assumed as student knowledge (essentially the SIMS-IEA
strategy for ascertaining depth of coverage). Respondents were also
asked about their instructional strategies (an adaptation of the NAEP,
TEA, and NELS items),9 their goals for the course, the types of assign-
ments and examinations they gave, their distribution of grades, student
preparation, and level of student performance, given that preparation.

Student Surveys Our student surveys were designed as questionnaires that states could
administer in conjunction with their standardized achievement tests.
Consequently, these surveys were even shorter than those administered
to teachers: Surveys for tenth graders required approximately 10 min-
utes, those for twelfth graders, 15 to 20 minutes. They were adminis-
tered to all tenth and twelfth graders in attendance on a particular day.
The surveys included items about each student's background and future
educational plans, as well as questions that repeated the instructional
strategy items asked of teachers. In this way, the students could be
linked to individual teachers, and the level of agreement between the
two data sources could be evaluated.

HOW THE SRA Because this report is designed as a policy guide, SRA project results are
FINDINGS ARE used here only as examples to illustrate the range of coursework indica-
USED IN THIS tors that states might consider adopting and the relative merits of differ-
REPORT ent strategies for collecting data on those indicators.10

The goal of the SRA project was to aid in the development, rather than
the production, of coursework indicators. Therefore, sample size and
statistical representativeness were less important than capturing the
range of variability in coursework conditions and assessing the accuracy

8The mathematics topics included in the survey (15 for algebra II and 23 for the other
mathematics courses) are similar to those used in the SIMS-IEA study and the Center for
Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (CRESST) Instructional
Assessment Project. Fifteen U.S. history and government topics were selected for each
course; these included historical events, political institutions, and concepts (e.g., the
potential conflict between liberty and equality). We based our choices on curriculum
frameworks such as those in California and consultations with historians and political
scientists.

9Mathematirs teachers were given questions about 14 different instnrctional strategies
(e.g., the review of homework problems in class, small group work, the use of calculators
and computers) and the frequency with which they were used. History and government
teachers were given questions about 12 instructional strategies (e.g., lecturing to the class,
student presentations, reading primary materials) and the frequency of their use.

18A complete summary of study findings and a discussion of the technical issues
involved in designing coursework indicators are included in The Design of Improved
Coursework Indicators: First Steps, available from the Center for Research on Evaluation,
Standards, and Student Testing, UCLA Graduate School of Education, Los Angeles,
California.
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with which different measures described those conditions. We collected
more data than would be necessary for a routine indicator system and
traded large sample size for depth of information. As a result, issues of
statistical significance were of less importance in reporting findings than
simulating the reasoning one would apply in using indicator data to
evaluate student coursework. Measures of statistical significance are not
reported in the examples discussed here, although for some analyses,
they were used heuristically. The project findings should not be inter-
preted as representative of the effects of coursework reforms in
California or Georgia, nor do the examples illustrate all of the informa-
tion that coursework indicators can convey.

The next section depicts sample coursework indicators developed in the
SRA and describes the kinds of information that each measure generates.
Section 5 uses study findings as a basis for assessing alternative data
collection strategies.
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4. SAMPLE COURSEWORK INDICATORS

The basic elements of student coursework considered here are content or topic coverage,
instructional strategies, curricular objectives, and teacher qualifications. Schools' perfranance on
each of these dimensions can be gauged in a variety of ways. This section presents indicators to
measure each element and illustrates how they can be used separately and together to document
what schools ate teaching.

TOPIC The number of periods teachers devote to a topic and the way they treat
COVERAGE that topic in a particular section constitute a workable indicator that

states might use to measure coursework patterns and trends. Six alter-
native topic coverage indicators and their major shortcomings are listed
below:

Course offerings and enrollment based on generic titles. These
data do not indicate the variability in material covered in
courses with the same title (see Section I).

Textbook use. This measure is imprecise because it does not
tell which parts of the text are actually covered in a particu-
lar class or how teachers may supplement textbooks with
additional material. Breadth and depth of coverage can be
measured only through a time-consuming process of map-
ping textbook content with what is taught in the classroom.

Textbook plus chapters covered. This measure reduces the
problem of inferences about coverage based on knowing
only which textbook is used, but some mapping is still re-
quired.

Syllabus or syllabus plus class assignments, exercises, and exami-
nations. This measure, while more valid than the previous
three, still requires considerable effort to ensure that it is in-
terpreted correctly. Inclusion on a syllabus provides no in-
formation about how a topic was treated from the teacher's
perspectiveil assignment and examination analysis depends
on the comprehensiveness and representativeness of the ma-
terial provided, and considerable effort may also be required
to derive measures of topic coverage and treatment (Le., the

1The syllabus as a measure of topic coverage and treatment within individual
classrooms may become an even less valid indicator as schools and districts seek greater
standardization of their courses. For example, in several schools in the SRA sample,
teachers used a department-wide syllabus that was common to all sections of a course
taught within that school. However, our survey data indicate that despite this common
syllabus, topic coverage varied across sections of the same course. One urban school in our
sample used district-wide syllabi, and variation again occurred across section&
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breadth and depth of the curriculum as it is actually pre-
sented in the classroom).

Opportunity-to-learn (077,), as measured by test items. Under
this approach, used in the SIMS study, teachers are asked
whether their students were taught the material necessary to
answer specific test items; if they were not, why not and
what proportion of students in the class could answer each
test item. The OTL measure requires teachers to respond to
items from a curriculum achievement test. The SIMS re-
searchers found that teachers may respond to the wrong
characteristics of some items or may overlook the fact that an
item taps multiple dimensions. For example, mathematics
items that deal with the concept of similar triangles may be
embedded in word problems or graphical representations,
but teachers may focus on the concept itself and not on
whether students were taught to apply that concept in dif-
ferent formats.

Ongoing, detailed classroom obseivations. This is the best way
to make valid inferences about the curriculum that students
are actually receiving. However, classroom observation is
not feasible for a statewide indicator system because it is

time-consuming and labor-intensive. Standardization re-
quires well-trained, experienced observers, and extensive
observation is necessary to monitor topics as they are intro-
duced and then later reviewed and expanded or extended.

Topic coverage, in terms of time and treatment, is a middle-range indica-
tor that balances fidelity to coursework coverage and emphasis with re-
spondent burden and cost.2 Other ways of gaining in-depth descriptions
of the curriculum have greater validity, but most means of obtaining
such information on a large scale are either more crude (e.g, they repre-
sent the intended rather than the implemented curriculum) or more
costly in terms of personnel, time, and resources.

Topic coverage indicators can be used in several ways to provide data
about coursework patterns. The discussion below describes some of
these ways. Problems that may be encountered in operationalizing topic
covPrage indicators are also discussed.

2The SRA survey, administered in fail 1988, asked teachers about the number of
periods they devoted to specific topics and the treatment they gave them during the
previous academic year. While this approach may have sacrificed some accuracy, since it
depends on teachers' ability to recall what they had taught over the preceding twelve
months, it allowed them to describe an entire course, based on their actual teaching rather
than on their plans for upcoming classes. Data of this kind might be more reliable if they
were collected in late May or early June for the current academic year.
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Average topic coverage in US. history and government. Figure 4.1 and
Table 4.1 show the averne number of periods that US. history and gov-
ernment teachers reported spending on different topics. These are ex-
amples of the simplest uses of topic coverage indicators, but they convey
some important information. For example, Fig. 4.1 shows that with the
exception of westward and overseas expansion, on which the Georgia
schools spent an average of two weeks more than the California schools,
the sample schools in the two states averaged about the same amount of
time on each topic. However, as shown in Table 4.1, there was consider-
able variation among sections in the number of periods spent on a par-
ticular topic. This variation occurred not just across the entire sample,
but also within a given school. For example, in the suburban Georgia
school, some teachers reported having spent only a week on the
Constitution, while others spent two weeks; some spent less than a week
each on the scope and limits of presidential power and on major social
issues, while others spent more than two weeks on those topics. Given
that U.S. government is a one-sec:ester course, a difference of one week
changes the course emphasis ccnsiderably. In U.S. history, the amount
of time spent on a particular topic differed by as much as three weeks
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Table 4.1

PERIODS SPENT ON U.S. GOVERNMENT TOPICS
IN HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY CLASSES

Topic
Average No.
of Periods Range

U.S. Constitution end Sill of Rights 8.7 2-20
Due process 3.5 1-10
Potential conflict between liberty and equality 2.8 0-7
Federalist paper #51 0.5 0-2
Congress 9.8 2-15
Role of interest groups 2.4 0-5
Scope and limits of presidential power 5.9 2-15
Court system 82 2-20
Major Supreme Court decisions 3.4 0-10
Political peaties, elections, and voting 6.9 2-15
State and local government 5.1 0-15
Different forms of government outside the 4.0 0-20

United States

Major social Issues 5.3 2-12
Rights and responsibilities of citizens 5.0 1-12

among classes within the same school. The most significant variation oc-
curred in analytical topics, such as the ideological origins of the
American revolution, and in topics from recent history, such as the civil
rights movement and the cold war.

Uses of average topic coverage information. Although the topics in the
SRA instruments were selected to be neutral with regard to either curric-
ular preferences or specific policies, the information generate4 from topic
coverage indicators can be used to compare coursework patterns against
a variety of standards. For example, it has been argued that the time a
teacher spends on a particular topic is largely determined by the amount
of coverage the textbook devotes to that topic We performed a limited
analysis to test the validity of that argument We examined four of the
thirteen US. history texts used by teachers in the SRA sample and calcu-
lated the number of pages devoted to each topic as a proportion of the
pages devoted to the fifteen topics listed on the survey. We then com-
pared this with the number of periods teachers reported spending on
each topic as a proportion of the total number of reported periods. We
found that the correlation between textbook and teacher coverage across
all the history topics was 0.5; however, no consistent pattern emerged.
For some topics, teachers followed the relative emphasis of the textbook
exactly; for others, they devoted considerably more or less attention than
did the textbook.
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Topic coverage might also indicate whether curricular patterns have
changed with policy actions. For example, the data on California schools
might be viewed as a baseline. The relative emphasis accorded different
U.S. history topics might be expected to shift as schools implement the
state curriculum framework that concentrates eleventh grade US. history
on the twentieth century. And in fact, teachers reported in their re-
sponses to open-ended questions that they were beginning to adapt to
the new frameworks, for example, by moving quickly through earlier pe-
riods in order to be able to spend the entire second semester on the
twentieth century. If data of the type collected in the SRA study were
gathered regularly, this adaptation to new policy guidance could be ex-
pected to appear in the quantitative indicators over a period of several
years.

The relative emphasis accorded different topics could also be used to
assess the implemented curriculum according to different professional
standards. For example, Table 4.1 presents a picture of US. government
coursework that emphasizes public law and formal institutions (e.g., the
Constitution and the court system) and pays considerably less attention
to political dynamics and policy outputs (e.g., the conflict between lib-
erty and equality, the role of interest groups, major Supreme Court deci-
sions). Political scientists might argue that such a curricular approach
portrays American government as more static than it actually is and that
it minimizes the degree of conflict inherent in the political process. On
the other hand, some educators might argue that since US. government
is for many students the last formal exposure to the fundamentals of the
American political system, a basic grounding in the legal stnicture of the
system should be provided so that students can access the governmental
services to which they are entitled and understand the terminology used
in televised news reports. Thus, although indicators should be as neutral
as possible, they should be designed to provide information that can be
compared against a variety of standards.

The need for more extensive social-studies indicator development.
Very little developmental work has been done on indicators of social
studies coursework, in contrast to the amount of research that has been
devoted to mathematics and science indicators. A few national studies,
such as the NELS, have included history topics in their teacher surveys,
but the topics tend to be limited to very general categories of historical
events. In contrast, mathematics indicator development has drawn on
extensive work undertaken as part of achievement test, curriculum, and
indicator development efforts. The choice of social studies topics for the
SRA project was based on an examination of curriculum frameworks and
textbooks and on a desire to include both broad and narrow topics in
history, and in government to include ones that spanned political institu-
tions, policy processes, and more complicated analytical concepts. We
believe that while our choice of topics has yielded valuable information,
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more extensive developmental work like that already completed in
mathematics and science should be undertaken in social studies.3

Proportionate coverage of mathematics topics. How much of an aca-
demic subject's core content is covered in a typical class?4 And does that
proportion vary significantly across courses and sections? Coursework
indicators can answer these questions, but they must be more sophisti-
cated than just the average scores that are most commonly reported.
Data from the SRA survey of teachers of algebra 1 and lower-level math-
ematics illustrate how coursework indicators can be used for such a pur-
pose.

In developing indicators of coursework coverage in mathematics, the
SRA project built on research begun during the SIMS study and ex-
tended as part of CRESST's cooperation with the Math Diagnostic
Testing Program (MDTP), in which a cross-classification scheme for test
items and curricular topics was designed and field-tested (see Burstein et
al., 1986; Burstein, Chen, and Kim, 1989). The 23 topics included on the
SRA survey of algebra I and lower-level mathematics courses were se-
lected from the MDTP Teacher Topic Coverage Questionnaire. They are
representative of the content covered in algebra 1 and lower-level
courses; some are quite general, and others are more detailed. Table 4.2
lists the 73 topics, categorized into four broad groups.5

Figure 4.2 displays information about the distribution of topic coverage
across sections in a more comprehensive way than is possible with sim-
ple numerical or graphical representations of the average number of pe-

3Differences between the level of sophistication of mathematics and science indicatois
and that of social studies and English indicators may be partly due to the nature of the two
discipline& mathematics and science consist of what is often perceived to be more
hierarchically ordered knowledge, and they enjoy somewhat greater expert consensus
about which content is central to the curriculum. However, the differing stages of indicator
development are also the result of significantly greater investment in science and
mathematics curriculum and indicator research, largely the result of funding by the
National Science F3undation.

4"Core contenr can be defined in a number of different ways. For example, some
might think of it as curricular expectations about what knowledge and skills instruction
ought to provide and would thus rely on pronouncements of groups such as the National
Science Hoard and expert committees and on model curriculum frameworks for a
definition. It might also be defined through a review of textbooks, district scope and
sequence guides, or past research on what is actually taught in a given subject.

We have defined core mathematics content empirically rather than normatively, using
past research on teaches,' topic coverage. However, we have also considered expert
opinions about what should be included in core content, as a basis for comparison.

3This set of topics is not intended to be exhaustive for any course. Other topics that
might have been sampled include ratio, proportion, and percent; exponents; proportional
reasoninip bask properties of triangles; and the Pythagorean theorem. Including all of
these would have broadened the coverage of high-level arithmetic and pre-algebra core
material. Perhays a better balance might be struck, but we would be uncomfortable about
expanding the list to ask teachers about more than 25 to 30 topics. While some adjustment
may be needed in the balance among topics, we feel that the general strategy is sound.
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Table 42

REPRESENTATIVE MATHEMATICS TOPICS COVERED IN ALGEBRA I
AND LOWER-LEVEL COURSES

Afithinetic

Arithmetic operations with whole numbers
Common fractions (operations, evaluation,

comparisons)
Decimal fractions
Conversions among fractions, decimals,

percentages

Algebra comb

Operations with radical and rational
expressions

Operations with polynomials
Factoring
Solving Brow equations
Applications of equations
Generating algebraic equations from word

problems
Inequalities
Solutions of equations with absolute values

Pre-algebraa

Prime factorization
Square roots
Coordinate plane formulas (e.g.. area.

volume)

EnrichedloVancerf
Solving quadratic equalions
Graphing equations and Inequalities
Probability
Statistics
Applications of parallelism and

perpendicularity
Function concept. use of function

notation
Graphing of functions

aThese topics are Mically Introduced in pre-algebra courses, although brief introduc-
tions to them are likely to occur in earlier courses.

bfiese topics are virtually universal In standard first-year algebra otiurses.
°These topics either have no fixed place in the curriculum (e.g., probability, descriptive

statistics) or we typically covered at the end of algebra I but not emphasized until geome-
try or algebra II.

riods devoted to different topics (like those used to illustrate the SRA
social studies data). The plots in Fig. 42 convey considerably more in-
formation about the distribution of topic coverage than do means and
ranges The line across the middle of each "box" represents the median;
the lower and upper boundaries of the box equal the twenty-fifth and
seventy-fifth percentiles; the 'whiskers" depict the tenth and ninetieth
percentiles; and the dots represent outliers beyond the tenth and nineti-
eth percentiles. The left-hand side of Fig. 42 combines the arithnutic
and pre-algebra topics, and the right-hand side combines the algebra and
enriched topics.

This example illustrates quite vividly that while students in a typical al-
gebra I section were provided more exposure to algebra and enriched
topics than their counterparts in either pre-algebra or general mathemat-
ics classes, the content coverage varied enormously across sections of
courses with the same title. In the typical algebra I secfion, teachers re-
ported covering 80 percent of the algebra and enriched topics, compared
with 60 percent in the typical pre-algebra class and 27 percent in general
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mathematics. However, the median scores mask considerable diversity
within each course; some pre-algebra and general mathematics classes
covered as much algebra and enriched topics as some algebra I classes,
although the depth of coverage might have differed. Excluding the ex-
treme values, the proportion of topics covered ranged from 44 to 93 per-
cent in algebra I sections, and from 33 to 80 percent in pre-algebra.
Teachezs in a quarter of the pre-algebra sections reported covei lag at
least as high a proportion of algebra and enriched topics as did the bot-
tom half of the algebra I classes. The range of topic coverage was even
greater across general mathematics sections, with the proportion varying
from 0 to 67 percent.

The same finding holds for arithmetic and pre-algebra topics.
Particularly striking is the amount of variation within algebra I:

Although 44 percent of the arithmetic and pre-algebra topics were taught
to the typical albebra I class as new or reviewed/extended material, the
proportion of lower-level topics covered in algebra I ranged from 13 to

88 percent.

Material of the type represented by this example is more complicated
and difficult to report than most indicator dataespecially to diverse,

nontechnical audiences. Yet it is precisely the kind of information
needed by policymakers and educators who are concerned about curric-
ular rigor and equitable learning opportunities. Such topic coverage
indicators can provide different levels of detail for different audiences.
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section were
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... topic coverage
indicators can
provide different
levels of detail for
different
audiences.

INSTRUCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES AND
CLASS
ASSIGNMENTS

For example, the most important, and also the most general, conclusion
to be drawn from the data on topic coverage in mathematics is that be-
cause course titles mask considerable variability, some algebra I students
are receiving no more exposure to algebra content than students enrolled
in some general mathematics and pre-algebra classes. This is probably as
much information as policymakers and top-level administrators need or
want. On the other hand, state and local curriculum experts need more
detail about the configurations of topics covered in different classes and
the amount of attention and type of treatment given them. Not all indi-
cators can serve multiple purposes, but wherever possible, system de-
signers need to think about how to use the same indicator for reporting
different types of information at different levels of detail to minimize the
data collection burden.

A comprehensive picture of a curriculum requires information not only
about the content covered, but also about the instructional strategies em-
ployed to convey that content. Key elements include the manner in
which content is sequenced and the mode in which teachers and text-
books present it to students. For example, research has shown that if
students are to learn to use science and mathematics as tools for dealing
with real-world situations, they must be exposed to actual problems and
not just routine exercises, and they need to learn how to apply a variety
of organized approaches to problem solving. Thus, curriculum indica-
tors "should provide information about the degree to which students ex-
perience the curriculum in a problem-solving mode rather than as exer-
cises that are relatively straightforward translations of procedures"
(Oakes and Carey, 1989: 110). However, such information (e.g., the
number of problems presented in a class that are not direct applications
of the textbook) is often too difficult or too burdensome to obtain in rou-
tine data collection.

Consequently, state indicator systems will have to rely on proxy mea-
sures that sacrifice some validity and comprehensiveness for the sake of
feasibility. Information about the mode in which content is delivered to
students can be obtained, for example, by asking about the frequency
with which teachers use different instructional strategies. This approach
has been used in several national and international studies, including
NELS, NAEP, the 1985 National Survey of Science and Mathematics
Education (NSSME), and the SIMS, and it is the approach that was used
in the SRA project. Asking teachers about instnictional activities and
class assignments is a cost-efficient compromise between the status quo,
where states have little or no information about how content is delivered
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to students, and a detailed (and costly) examination of instructional
practices.

We used two criteria in selecting activities and assignments to include on
the SRA survty. First, we wanted a balance between commonly used
instructional techniques (e.g., lecturing, having students read the text-
book in class) and activities associated with reform proposals to improve
students' critical thinking skills (e.g., the use of hands-on materials or
having students work in small groups, write research papers, and con-
duct special projects). Second, since one purpose of the SRA project was
to assess alternative data collection strategies, we wanted to obtain in-
formation about classroom activities from both teachers and student&
Consequently, we selected a set of activities and assignments and a
metric for reporting their frequency that we believed could be
understood by both teachers and students.6 Where feasible, we included
items from the major national studies.

Information about instructional strategies can be used in a variety of
ways to portray the curriculum that different types of students are re-
ceiving. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate variation in activities and assign-
ments by class ability level for homogeneously grouped U.S. history and
government sections.7

The figures show significant contrasts across classes of different ability
levels, but also several striking similarities. First, teachers lecture almost
daily in the majority of classes at all levels. Second, the proportion of
sections engaging in class discussion almost every day is the same for the
low-ability classes as for the high-ability classes. This finding clearly il-
lustrates the limitation of using numbers of activities and assignments as
a measure. It is likely that the content of class discussions differs across
the two levels, as do teachers' goals and expectations in using this in-
structional technique. However, such differences cannot be ascertained
by measuring only frequency of activities.

6Section 5 assesses the relative meritc of collecting coursework data from students and
from teachers.

7Thirty-five of the 66 history and government sections in the SRA sample were, by
teacher report, homogeneously grouped, with all students having the same ability level
(either low, average, or high). The remaining 29 sections were reported by teachers to be
heterogeneous, with a mixture of two or more ability levels. The profile of the mixed
classes is most like that of the average-ability classes for all activities except lecturing and
seatwork; the proportion of sections engaging in those activities almost every day is closer
to that of the low-ability classes.

Using Activities
and Assignments
to Characterize
Classes of
Different Ability
Levels
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Differences across levels for the remaining activities and assignments are
consistent with the research on curriculum stratification (see Gamoran
and Berends, 1987). For example, considerably fewer high- than low-
ability classes engage in seatwork almost every day; but more than twice
as many high- and average-ability classes require student presentations
monthly or more often. Reading primary materials and writing research
papers are class assignments associated with teaching students problem-
solving and critical-thinking skills. In the SRA sample, the high-ability
classes are three times as likely as the low-ability ones to write research
papers and twice as likely to read primary materials on a regular basis.

The Effectiveness Evidence from the SRA study suggests that particular measures may
of Different characterize courses more validly in some subject areas than in others.
Measures for For example, although instructional strategies were found to distinguish
Characterizing among ability levels in social studies, activities and assignments did not
Class Ability provide similar information for mathematics courses. The mathematics
Levels activities that occurred most frequently in the SRA sampleexplaining a

lesson to the entire class, reviewing homework problems, teachers work-
ing problems at the board, and students working on problems alone
were similar across courses and ability levels. The activities and assign-
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ments that occurred least oftenthe use of computers, students making
oral reports, special projects, and mathematics labswere also similar
across mathematics courses of all levels. Topic coverage and treatment
were more effective for distinguishing among class ability levels than
instructional strategies. Nevertheless, the activity profile of mathematics
classes that emerges in the SRA sample provides other important infor-
matione.g., that teachers are relying primarily on a traditional set of
activities and assignments which differ from the reform proposals of
professional mathematics groups.

0 1.

Reading primary materials at least once a month

IIWriting research papers at least once a Semester

N

,

Law Average High

Fig. 4.4Frequency of assignments, by class ability

On the other hand, whereas topic coverage differentiated among ability
levels in the mathematics classes, it did not do so in social studies. The
number of periods that high-ability classes spent on a particular topic in
U.S. history or government was essentially the same as the time spent by
average- and low-ability classes. This finding from the teacher surveys is
consistent with school-level interviews that characterized the intended
difference among classes for different ability levels to be the depth and
manner in which content is presented, not the breadth of coverage,
which is supposed to be similar for all classes. The varying effectiveness
of different types of measures in describing curricular stratification ap-
pears to be valid, given the nature of mathematics and social studies.
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One would expect higher levels of knowledge accumulation to character-
ize more advanced classes in mathematics, while deeper analytical rich-
ness is the distinguishing factor in social studies.

... nogeneric set While data on both content and instructional strategies should be col-
of statistics lected on all subjects, different measures provide more information about
should be aspects of some courses than others. For example, in social studies, ac-
assumed to apply tivity and assignment data are key to understanding the nature of in-
equally to all struction received by students of different ability levels. The same data
courses. do not provide such information in mathematics, but they are important

for monitoring changes in instructional strategies and teachers' re-
sponses to reform proposals. Those who report indicator data need to be
sensitive to the different types of information that indicators can provide;
no generic set of statistics should be assumed to apply equally to the
same aspects of all courses.

COURSE In addition to topic coverage and instructional activities, coursework also
OBJECTIVES includes the goals that teachers pursue as they present course content to

students and use various instructional strategies. The relative emphasis
teachers give to different objectives reveals something about their expec-
tations for a particular course, and their choice of objectives is likely to
influence how they configure topics and instructional activities within
that course. However, teachers' reports of their course objectives reflect
intended behavior and are likely to be less reliable than reports of actual
behavior, such as topic coverage and instructional activities. For that
reason, course objectives should receive less emphasis when decisions
must be made about which data can realistically be collected from a
teacher survey.

Although coursework objectives can be a lead indicator of the direction
in which coursework and tea:ling in a particular subject area may be
heading, reports of teachers' course objectives should be interpreted cau-
tiously.

Table 4.3 lists 10 teacher objectives for a high school mathematics class
and compares the proportions of teachers in the SRA sample reporting a
major emphasis on each with the proportions reported in the 1981-82
SIMS sample. The SRA teachers, who were surveyed seven years after
the SIMS teachers, appeared to have accepted more of the language of
educational reform. The overall emphasis on objectives that appear reg-
ularly in the literature on reforming mathematics teaching (e.g., develop-
ing a systematic approach to problem-solving, understanding the logical
structure of mathematics) was considerably higher for the SRA group
than the SIMS groups. Conversely, emphasis on computational speed
and accuracy has decreased. This pattern is consistent with reforms that



Table 4.3

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS INDICATING A MAJOR EMPHASIS
ON A SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE, BY COURSE TYPE

Objective

General Math
(N . 33)

Pre-algebra
(N 17)

Ngebra I
(N . 28)a

Overal
I Mean

SIMS
Grade 8b

Understanding mathematical
concepts 76 82 100 86 (c)

Knowing facts, principles, and
algorithms 70 82 96 83 55

Developing a systematic
approach to problem-solving 55 88 96 80 63

Understanding the logical
structure of mathematics 60 87 79 75 30

Developing awareness of the
importance of mathematics 63 61

in everyday life 88 47 sa

Developing an attitude of

Inquiry 42 76 61 60 39

Becoming interested in
mathematics 49 71 61 60 45

Understanding the importance
of mathematics in basic and
applied sciences 42 59 46 49 20

Performing computations with
speed and accuracy 55 47 43 48 58

Understanding the nature of
proof 12 6 25 14 12

aThese numbers represent all teachers in the SRA sample who taught a particular course. If

teachers taught multiple sections of the same course, they were counted only once, but If they
taught two or more different courses, their response for each was counted separately.

bEighth grade teachers' reports of placing relatively more emphasis on a specific objective
from data collected as part of the SIMS.

°This objective was not Included on the SIMS teacher survey.

have been advocated since the early 1980s, although it may be exagger-
ated by the prevalence of that reform ethos and perhaps by the some-
what different mixture of student populations in the two studies (the
SIMS teachers were teaching middle school students, whereas the SRA
sample were teaching high school students). We recommend caution in
interpreting the changes in teachers' stated objectives because these same
teachers report little use of instructional strategies designed to promote
such goals. For example, although a high proportion of teachers re-
ported a major emphasis on developing an attitude of inquiry and un-
derstanding the importance of mathematics in the basic and applied
sciences, activities consistent with those goals (e.g., having students
make oral reports, do special projects, or use hands-on materials) were
infrequently used. The most frequently employed instructional strate-
gies were more consistent with traditional objectives.

47
#
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Table 4.3 also shows that algebra I and pre-algebra courses place greater
importance than general mathematics courses on higher-level, critical-
thinking objective* (e.g., a systematic approach to problem-solving, un-
derstanding the logical structure of mathematics) and objectives dealing
with mathematical rigor and understanding (e.g., understanding con-
cepts and knowing facts, principles, and algccithms). In contrast, the ma-
jor emphasis in general mathematics courses is on fundamental arith-
metic skills (i.e., performing computations with speed and accuracy) and
the importance of mathematics in everyday living. Even the specific pat-
tern of relative emphasis in pre-algebra is consistent with this course's
dual role as a bridge to formal algebraic and geometric methods and as a
means of solidifying arithmetic skills and motivating continuing interest
in the study of mathematics.

As Table 4.3 illustrates, information on the objectives teachers emphasize
does help in differentiating among course levels, and it suggests tere
particular subject-matter fields may be heading in their instructional con-
tent and practices. However, reports of course objectives should be in-
terineted in the context of the reforms being advocated at the time data
are collected, and they should be compared with teachers' reports of
topic coverage and instructional activities.

A valid picture of student coursework requires information not only
about what is taught and how it is taught, but also about riho teaches it.
As concern about the quality of the teaching force has grown over the
past decade, the federal government and individual states have moved
to collect data that would enable them to assess the match between
teachers' qualifications and their teaching assignments. The annual
Schools and Staffmg Survey (SASS) sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Education asks a nationally representative sample of teachers about their
educational backgrounds (BA major and minor), areas of certification,
and years of experience, and also asks for period-by-period descriptions
of their classes. Although individual states typically do not collect such
detailed information on teachers, a growing number are collecting
teacher assignment data that can be linked to state databases on teacher
certification status. Twenty-three states can now report the prr portion of
teachers spending a majority of their time teaching a particular subject
who are certified in that subject (Blank and Schilder, 1989).

However, the match between teaching assignments and certification sta-
tus provides only limited information about teachers' qualifications.
Darling-Hammond and Hudson (1989) point out that "the relationship of
certification to particular kinds of preparation is uncertain. An uncerti-
fied teacher may lack pedagogical courses, subject-area preparation, or
student teaching experience, each of which has different implications for
a teacher's knowledge and experience base." They recommend that indi-
cators of teachers' subject-matter knowledge will require data on the



type of factors included in the national SASS survey, i.e., college major
and minor and the number of courses taken in particular subjects.

Different conclusions about the match between teacher qualifications and
teaching assignment can be reached when academic major is used as the
standard instead of certification. For example, of the 310 mathematics
sections in the SRA sample,8113 percent were taught by teachers certified
in mathematics, but only 58 percent of the teachers had majored in math-
ematics or mathematics education.

ligure 43 presents a graphic comparison of teacher qualifications, using
the two different standards. It also compares teacher qualifications

100
II Teachers with BA In mathemetice 0 Certified teachers

1

eRF,

Remedial,
vocational, business. end

general mathemidics

PriNgilebla Notes 11, geometry.
advanced algebra.

trigonometry.
calculi*

Flg 4.8Quallficstione of mathematics teachers, by typo of course taught

8Because of the way data were collected on teacher qualifications, all of the teachers in
the seven SRA schools who taught at least one mathematics or social studies course were
asked about their qualifications. Thus we were able to collect data on 206 other mathemat-
ics sections, in addition to the 104 that were the primary focus of the study.
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across different levels of mathematics courses. As might be expected, the
classes above algebra I have the highest proportion of teachers who have
a BA major in mathematics or mathematics education. However, there is
little difference in the proportion of such teachers across the lower three
levels.

Years of teaching experience is another criterion by which teacher quali-
fications are traditionally assessed. Research has shown this measure to
be correlated with teacher effectiveness. Although there is some evi-
dence that after too many years, teachers may experience 'burnout,' or a
drop in performance, the consensus is that at least to some point,
"exprience improves teachers' performance" (Darling-Hammond and
Hudson, 1989: 75). Figure 4.6 shows SRA teachers' years of experience
across three categories of mathematics classes. Comparison of Figs. 45
and 4.6 reveals that experience distinguishes among those who teach
various levels of mathematics more than academic qualifications. The
most striking finding is he high proportion of novices teaching lower-
level mathematics classes: 42 percent of the remedial, vocational, and
general mathematics sections are taught by people who have been teach-

5
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ing for five years or less, as compared with 19 percent of the pre-algebra
and algebra I sections and 13 percent of the classes above algebra I. In
contrast, 65 percent of the classes above algebra I are taught by people
who have been teaching for more than 15 years; 54 percent of the algebra
I and pre-algebra classes and 39 percent of the lower-level mathematics
classes are taught by these senior teachers.

Data on teachers have typically been used to describe the current supply
of teachers and as a factor in forecasting future demand. However, as
these examples illustrate, data on teacher qualifications, experience, and
assignments can also be used to develop a picture of student coursework
in a state. In addition to comparing the distribution of teacher character-
istics across different course levels within one subject area, these data can
be used to compare qualifications and experience across different subject
areas and across different types of schools and communities. Such in-
formation might, for example, be used by policymakers and educators in
deciding what kinds of teacher incentives are likely to be most effective
for staff development efforts, or in assessing the feasibility of new cur-
ricular directions.

The indicators discussed in this section illustrate different ways to depict A FINAL
the breadth and depth of student coursework, the distribution of key COMMENT
curricular elements across different course levels, the congruence be-
tween the intended and implemented curricula, and teacher characteris- ... one critical
tics. But these examples are by no means exhaustive of the ways indica- task in the
tor data can be used, nor will they be equally useful to all states and local indicator design
districts or to all types of policymakers and practitioners. One critical process is
task in the indicator design process is that of deciding what kinds of in- deciding what
formation are most needed by those in different roles, and which mea- kinds of
sures can best be reported in multiple ways to meet these differing in- information are
formation needs. most needed ...

and which
We return to the challenge of reporting indicator data in Section 6, but measures can best
first we examine some of the strategies that states can use for collecting be reported in
data on student coursework. multiple ways to

meet those needs.



5. DATA COLLECTION STRATEGIES

The tradeoff between ensuring high technical quality and minimizing cost and respondent
burden becomes most evident when indicator system designers have to decide which data collec-
tion strategies to use. States that are currently collecting information for coursework indicators
have selected the least expensive and least burdensome option, school-level statistics categorized
by conventional course titles. However, as the technical limitations of these data become more
apparent and policymakers demand better information, states will have to seek alternative data
collection strategies, even if those strategies entail greater cost and respondent burden. Although
such in-depth methods as classroom observation will never be feasible for routine indicator data
collection, several of the approaches used in the SRA study represent reasonable alternatives.
This section assesses those approaches.

STUDENT One of the least costly and least burdensome methods of collecting data
SURVEYS VS. on student coursework is to survey students about what occurred in
TEACHER their classes. Such surveys could be appended to the periodic standard-
SURVEYS ized tests that most states administer. Although students would be

asked to spend additional time, the logistical problems would be mini-
mal, since no new schedulitv would be required, and the added costs
would be marginal.

Students, however, may provide less reliable reports about course con-
tent and method of instruction than teachers. Unlike teachers, students
do not have lesson plans to refer to in estimating the time spent on dif-
ferent topics, and their recall of content coverage may depend on the ex-
tent to which they have mastered that content. Their recollection of class
activities and assignments is likely to be more accurate (i.e., they can be
expected to remember how often they had to write research papers or
whether the teacher lectured every day or several times a week). Student
accounts of some activities, however, may be only partly correct because
individuals can report on only what they have done, not on what the en-
tire class has done. For example, in a mathematics class, some students
might work on problems at the board while others work in small groups
or alone at their desks; respondents thus may be able to report on the
frequency of only thase activities in which they participated most often.
Only the teacher can provide a full accounting of the entire range of class
activities.

Surveying teachers, however, also has its drawbacks. Most state indica-
tor systems typically do not collect data directly from teachers, or they
collect only a nominal amount. A recurring complaint of teachers is that
the paperwork burden imposed on them inhibits their ability to teach
effectively. In addition, some teachers who perceive that their responses
might be used to assess their performance or fudge the appropriateness
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of their teaching strategies may give socially desirable responses rather
than accurate reports of what actually occurred in their classrooms.

In the SRA study, we sought to assess these tradeoffs by collecting
coursework data from both student and teacher surveys. We concluded
that despite their lower cost and burden, student surveys are not reliable
substitutes for questionnaire data obtained from teachers, even though
there was a reasonable level of agreement between students and teachers
on the frequency of classroom activities. Our reasons are threefold.

First, students are unable to answer a number of questions that are criti-
cal to understanding the range of curricular offerings across a state
questions about teacher qualifications, the topics covered and whether
they were presented as new or reviewed material, and the ability level of
the students in a given class. Students can really report only on class-
room activities and assignments. And white such information is useful
for depicting curricular depth, it tells nothing about curricular breadth,
teacher qualifications, or how these factors vary across courses and stu-
dent ability levels.

Second, our data suggest that for some course levels, student-provided
data may be very incomplete. For example, over 90 percent of the stu-
dads in the SRA sample who took a basic mathematics class either did
not report their teachers' names or did not complete the activity grid on
their surveys. In contrast, the nonresponse rate for algebra I students
was only about 12 percent.

Third, there seems to be no consistent pattern of student disagreement
with teachers on the frequency of activities. For example, in U.S. history,
43 percent of the students whose teachers reported small-group activities
occurring once or twice a month disagreed, but as many reported that
the activity happened more frequently as reported that it happened less
often. Similarly, about half the algebra I students agreed with their
teachers' estimates of the amount of homework assigned, but of those
who disagreed, half reported it requiring more time, and halt less.
Where disagreements existed across nine algebra I activities, students
estimated the frequency to be more than that reported by teachers for
five activities and less for four of them.

It is important to note, however, that there was considerable agreement
between students and teachers on the most frequently occurring activi-
ties. For example, 86 percent of the U.S. history students whose teachers
reported lecturing every day agreed; 69 percent of the algebra I students
whose teachers reported explaining problems to the entire class almost
every day agreed, and 71 percent agreed that teachers reviewed home-
work problems almost daily.



Despite our strong belief that routine coursework indicator data can best
be collected from teachers, we did detect that some teacher responses
may be less reliable because of the social desirability pressures men-
tioned above. Student descriptions of classroom activities in U.S. history
generally matched those of their teachers, with two notable exceptions:
lecturing and having students read from the textbook in class. About 45
percent of U.S. history teachers claimed to lecture only once or twice a
week, while 78 percent of their students reported that the teacher lec-
tured almost every day. Students also reported substantially more read-
ing from the text than their teachers. The majority of US. history teach-
ers reported that they required students to read the textbook in class no
more than once or twice a month, and a substantial proportion reported
giving such assignments even less frequently. But 75 percent of their
students reported reading the text in class more often. While these were
the only discrepancies that appear to stem from social desirability con-
cerns, they do suggest a need to validate teacher responses periodically
with the type of benchmark data described later in this section.

... we conclude In sum, we conclude that coursework data are best obtained through
that coursework teacher surveys and that student surveys should be used to obtain in-
data ane best formation that will increase our understanding of schooling outcomes
obtained through and student characteristics (e.g., family background, home support, aspi-
teacher surveys rations, schooling preferences). Although student-teacher ageement is
and that student high on some of the most common classroom activities, students' inabil-
surveys should be ity to provide information on key aspects of the curriculum and differ-
used to obtain ences in the completeness of data across course levels strongly suggest
information that that the tradeoffs in data quality and completeness of teacher reports
will increase our outweigh the added cost and teacher burden. Burden can be minimized
understanding of by collecting coursework data once every two or three years and by fo-
schooling cusing on a few critical courses in each subject area (e.g., data on ninth
outcomes and and tenth grade mathematics may be more important than data on
student courses offered in the last two years of high school). Coursework data
characteristics, could also be collected on a cycle; for example, English and social studies

could be collected one year, and mathematics and science the next.

The financial cost of collecting coursework data from teacher surveys is
negligible. We estimate that a state's costs would amount to less than
one dollar per teacher and would probably be lower if the surveys were
linked to existing data collection efforts and optical scanners were used
for data entry. However, each school would need to devote about a half-
day of staff time to ensure that surveys were completed and collected,
and individual teachers would need to spend between 30 minutes and I
hour on the surveys. As noted above, these burdens could be reduced
substantially by collecting coursework data less often than student
assessment data and by rotating the subject areas on which information
is collected.

3 4
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The major cost lies not in collecting or reporting coursework data, but in ... collecting
indicator development. Su much design work has already been done on coursework data
mathematics indicators that states could simply adapt existing measures through teacher
to their own information needs, but our research suggests that in other surveys can be
subject areas, states would need to invest in an approximately two-year quite easily added
development effort. This process might involve expert analysis of text- to a state's
books, curriculum frameworks, and professional standards, as well as in- misting data
depth teacher intenriews; these activities would have to be followed by collection system.
the convening of consensus panels of teachers and subject-matter special- However, the
ists to reach agreement on the major items to include on teacher surveys, data will not
In one sense, then, collecting coursework data through teacher surveys is measure what is
very cost-efficient and can be quite easily added to a state's existing data actually being
collection system. However, the data will notaccurately measure what is taught unless the
actually being taught in the state's classrooms unless the state is willing state invests in a
to invest in a thoughtful and well-executed design process. well-executed

design process.

Interpreting coursework data from state indicator systems and national
studies has traditionally been limited by the lack of formal analyses of
their validity. Indicator designers have tended to concentrate most of
their energy on developing achievement-test items. Despite major ad-
vances in the design of background and school process measures, studies
have generally developed a few new items and then "borrowed" others
from earlier studies or from other states. Little effort has been made to
validate these measures by comparing the information they generate
with that obtained through alternative measures and data collection pro-
cedures. For example, are teachers' reports of curricular goals or content
coverage consistent with the material tested and the types of questions
asked on their final exams? Are teachers' characterizations of the ability
level of their classes consistent with the assignment policies described by
school-level officials or the curricular paths of different students that are
indicated by transcript analyses?

BENCHMARK
DATA

Ensuring the validity of the inferences drawn from indicator data re- ... ensuring the
quires the collection of benchmark data, i.e., data that serve as standards validity of the
or anchors against which the validity of the routine data can be judged) inferences drawn
Benchmark data are more difficult and costly to collect than routine indi- from indicator
cator data and can be thought of as a series of deeper probes that do not data requires the
need to be collected as often or oit as large a sample as conventional Mdi- collection of
cator data. benchmark data

that serve as
Benchme data can serve four purposes in a state indicator system: standards.

1Be4 mark data should not be confused with baseline data. Baseline constitutes the first
point in a time series, and baseline data are used to estimate change over some period.
Baseline comparisons usually use routine indicator data and do not require the special
collection procedures of benchmark data.



As part of the indicator design process, benchmark data can
inform the development and evaluation of new measures
because the information they generate is much closer to the
content and process of instruction than more routine data
(e.g., in-depth interviews with teachers or classroom obser-
vations vs. teacher surveys), and they are less subject to ex-
traneous influences that limit or compromise routine data
(e.g., missing information due to respondents not completing
surveys).

After an indicator system has been operating for some time,
benchmark data can be used to assess the extent to which
measures have been corrupted by social desirability or pol-
icy pressures (e.g., teachers may be reporting classroom be-
haviors that are consistent with reform policies, while their
examinations do not reflect the reforms).

Benchmark data can provide a context for interpreting
trends or unexpected changes in aggregate indicator data
(e.g., through school-level case studies).

Benchmark data can be used in special studies to comple-
ment and enhance indicator system data. These studies can
explore areas of policy or practitioner concern that indicator
data have signaled as problematic (e.g., that curricular op-
portunities are becoming more unequal in certain types of
schools).

Benchmark data may take a variety of forms. In the SRA study, we col-
lected such data by interviewing district and school-level staff, coding
student transcripts, and reviewing teachers' syllabi and course materials.
Other types of coursework benchmark data collection include regular
classroom observations and alternative student assessments adminis-
tered outside the higher-stakes condifions associated with standardized
testing by states.

School-Level To obtain benchmark data in this study, we interviewed the principal,
Interviews and the head counselor, and the mathematics and social studies department
Case Studies chairs at each school in the SRA sample. The district-level staff responsi-

ble for supervising the high school curriculum were also interviewed.
These interviews typically lasted about one hour and were often fol-
lowed by additional telephone inquiries. Our purpose was to obtain in-
formation on the types of students attending each school and whether
the composition of the student body had changed recently; the levels of
courses offered and whether the curricular differentiation had the same
meaning across academic departments; what criteria each school used in
assigning students to different courses and sections; how decisions about
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teacher assignment were made; and how recent state policies may have
affected each schoors course offerings and instructional practices. We
also asked the department chairs to describe in some detail the major dif-
ferences among the five courses selected for the SRA study in terms of
level of difficulty, types of students enrolled, topics covered, instnic-
tional materials and strategies, course requirements, and grading prac-
tices.

The school-level interviews served several purposes. First, they allowed
us to explore the feasibility of collecting coursework data from sources
other than teachers in order to reduce the teachers' paperwork burden.
We found a reasonable level of agreement across the principal, head
counselor, department chairs, and other teachers on how the curriculum
is organized in a given school. Differences were most evident in reports
about the effects of various polig changes. The teacher surveys and the
interview data were in general agreement about how recent state and
district policies had infiumed curriculum, but administrators tended to
perceive a greater impact than the teachers did and were more positive
in their assessment of the effects.

The SRA intenriew data suggest that respondents above the level of de-
partment chair cannot report accurately on how curricula vary across
student ability levels within a particular department or course. Higher-
level respondents tend to underestimate the extent of variation, and even
department chairs reported less variation across sections than analysis of
the teacher surveys indicated.

A second purpose of school-level interviews was to examine the formal
policies that influence curricular stratification within schools. Policy-
makers who are concerned about differential learning opportimities need
information on student assignment policies and how they differ across
schools. For example, what role do test scores, grades, teacher recom-
mendations, and student and parent preferences play in assignment de-
cisions? How difficult is it for students to change their course levels, and
under what conditions do such shifts occur? We found that reliable in-
formation on school policies can be obtained front either the principal or
the head counselor, and a survey of such policies might constitute the
kind of special study that would enhance indicator data.

Finally, school-level case studies can place indicator data in a richer and
more valid context and thus facilitate the interpretation of trends in ag-
gregate data. For example, case studies could identify movements to-
ward more heterogeneous grouping in schools and could indicate how
teachers are adjusting to such changes in their content coverage and
classroom activities.



Transcript Data At each school in the SRA sample, we examined the transcripts of stu-
dents who were ninth graders in 1982 (1983 for Georgia), 1986, and 1988.
These three class years were selected because the students who gradu-
ated in 1986 in California and 1987 in Georgia were the last to graduate
before state-mandated increases in course requirements took effect;
the class of 1989 was one of the first classes under the new requirements,
and we wanted to examine coursetaking by a class that took US. history
the prior year; finally, the class of 1991 provided an opportunity to
examine the previous year's coursetaking in lower-level mathematics
and algebra I.

Each transcript was coded to include student background (gender, eth-
nicity, birthdate, grade-point average, standardized test scores, and
number of absences).2 The academic level of each course (in mathemat-
ics, social studies, English, science, foreign language, vocational educa-
tion, fine arts, and miscellaneous3) was categorized as either:

Remedialinstruction aimed at remediating basic skill defi-
ciencies.

Regular/baskacademic material presented in a manner
suitable for students who will end their formal schooling
with high school, emphasizing exposure and basic compe-
tencies.

Applied Ivocationalcontent focused on students' possible vo-
cational objectives, emphasizing applications in the work
setting.

Heterogeneousmaterial appropriate for students with a va-
riety of abilities and educational objectives.

College preparatorymaterial that gives students academic
skills and breadth of exposure sufficient to prepare them for
college-level work.4

2We attempted to collect data on students' socioeconomic status as well, but this effort
did not produce consistently reliable information, so the data were not used in any of our
analyses. We did obtain data on which students qualified for free or reduced-price
lunches. While this measure tends to provide an accurate count of the number of low-
income students in rural high schools, it is not reliable for urban high schools because a
significant number of students who qualify do not sign up for the program because of
embarrassment or for other reasons. We also attempted to obtain information on which
students were living in single-parent households. This measure was reasonably reliable for
six of the seven sample schoots, but the seventh school, as a matter of policy, entered only
one parent's name on the student record, whether the child lived with one or two parents.

3The miscellaneous category included physical education, driver's education, health
and sex education, computer literacy (as opposed to computer programming and computer
science classes, which are included in mathematics), and ROTC

4The distinction between the college preparatory and heterogeneous levels is based
more on the kinds of students in each class than on course content. Since heterogeneous
classes include students who are college-bound. their content must meet the standards for
college-preparatory courses but also be appropriate for students of other ability levels and
educational aspirations. The major difference between the two course categories is that
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Honorscollege preparatory content, but enriched or accel-
erated.

Advancedmaterial that prepares students for advanced
placement (AP) examinations.

Courses were given level designations for two related reasons. First, this
enabled us to differentiate among sections of courses such as U.S. history
or English in which the same title may mask significant variation in con-
tent and academic rigor within individual schools and also across institu-
tions. Second, some course titles have consistent meanings within a par-
ticular school but differ aaoss schools. The level designation clarifies the
nature of such courses to those outside the school and helps in standard-
izing course definitions. For example, one school in the SRA sample of-
fered world history at the college preparatory level and geography at the
basic leveL The difference in subject-matter focus was less important
within that school than the fact that the two courses were used to track
students who all needed to meet a social studies requirement. In another
school, however, a course with the title "world history" was offered to
students at both the basic and honors levels. Without the level designa-
tion, important differences in course content could go unrecorded in an
indicator system based on only standard course titles, particularly in the
case of English, history, and social studies courses.s

Adding a level designation to a transcript coding scheme presented sev-
eral difficulties in the SRA transcript analysis. First, the categories were
defined to represent different levels of academic rigor in course content.
However, content may be confounded with school placement policies if
courses are categorized primarily by the ability levels of the students tak-
ing them, rather than by their content. A second problem is that while
maintaining consistency in course categorizations within schools is fairly
easy, keeping that consistency across schools is difficult. A basic course
in one school, for example, may not have the same level of academic
rigor as the same course in another school. Although we found that the
SRA scheme distinguished among courses far better than did standard
titles, in a few instances a college preparatory course in one school was
closer in content to the basic course offered in another school than to the
college preparatory course at that school. Fart of the reason for this lack

denotes courses which include only students identified as achieving at
a level for college admission, while heterogeneous classes include students with
a rant ty

additional pieces of information were coded for each course: whether the
course was intended for a special population such as handicapped or limited-English-
proficiency students; when the course was taken; the grade each student received; and
whether the course was taken at the school under study or the credit was transferred from
another school.

The coding of this information was based on in-depth interviews with school staff, a
review of course handbooks and other materials, and follow-up telephone inquiries, as
needed for clarification.
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of equivalence is that some schools are more differentiated than others.
For example, in a school with no honors or AP classes, the college
preparatory courses may have higher levels of academic content than
they do in schools that have the additional coune levels.

Despite the challenges they present to indicator designers, transcript
analyses illustrate two important uses of benchmark data. First, they
play an important role in the indicator design process. For example, in
the SRA project, transcript analysis was used to develop and test mea-
sures of course levels. If these measures were found to be valid in coding
transcripts, they could then be tested on other data collection instru-
ments such as teacher surveys. One test of their validity is whether the
level of a course a student takes in one year accurately predicts the level
of the next year's course, after other relevant factors such as student gen-
der and ethnicity, school attended, standardized test scores, and course
grade are taken into consideration. Statistical analyses showed that ini-
tial course level, along with test scores, course grades, and school at-
tended, were significant in explaining student course levels from one
year to the next6 The next step in the indicator development process is
to refine the level categories and to include them on a teacher survey to
determine whether they have the same meaning for characterizing
classes as they do for the transcript data.

Transcript data can also be used in a special-studies component that en-
hances routine indicator data. For example, teacher surveys allow char-
acterizations of student composition only at the level of sections. If poll-
cymakers and educators are interested in which students are taking
which courses, transcript analyses can provide a much more complete
picture of the learning opportunities afforded different students by using
individual-level data. Transcript data can show the curricular paths
through high school of vocational as compared with academic students,
of minority students, and of boys as compared with girls.

Transcript data can also augment cross-sectional survey and enrollment
data by tracing coursetaking patterns over time by student cohorts. This
is particularly important in a time of major changes in coursework poli-
cies. In the SRA sample, we found that eleventh graders in the pre-
reform cohort generally had about the same total years of coursework in
each subject area as those in the post-reform cohort. Only for science
courses in the California schools did the average number of years taken
increase by at least half a year (from an average of 1.5 to 2 years).
English was typical of the other subjects: The average number of years

6The analytical procedures used to test this aspect of the transcript coding scheme's
validity are described in the SRA project technical report.
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taken by eleventh graders in the Georgia schools remained at 2.9 for both
cohorts; it remained at 3.1 for both cohorts in the California schools.

However, some change did occur in the level at which courses were
taken. Figure 5.1 shows the trends in English coursetaldng in grades 9
through 11 for the two cohorts; similar bends emerged in other subjects
as well. The major change was a shift in the distribution of coursework
in the California schools. The proportion of students who took all col-
lege preparatory and heterogeneous classes increased by one-quarter, to
55 percent of all students. This shift was counterbalanced by a decline in
the proportion of students who took some remedial and basic classes.
We conclude that in those schools, more students were given the oppor-
tunity to take more academically rigorous courses. The shift in the
Georgia schools presents a mbted picture. The proportion of students
taldng all honors and AP courses increased slightly, from 9 to 12 percent,
but at the same time, the proportion of students enrolled in all basic and
remedial courses also increased, from 29 to 34 percent.

ci
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Fig. 5.1Pattents of coursetaking In English, pads* 9 through 11
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A simpler statistic that summarizes change in coursetaking over the re-
form period is the shift in the proportion of students who completed the
eleventh grade having taken no mathematics courses at or above the
level of algebra I. This is an example of an indicator that is well under-
stood by a variety of audiences and that carries significant information
about changes in the academic rigor of student coursework. The propor-
tion of students with this limited mathematics exposure declined in the
California schools, from 33 to 25 perm*, but in the Georgia schools, it
increased from 38 to 45 percent.

The cost of assembling and coding student transcripts prevents their use
as a routine data source. Our experience suggests that about four profes-
sional staff days per school are required to draw a sample and develop a
course classification scheme that is both valid for that particular school
and comparable across schools. Assembling and reproducing the tran-
scripts takes about three days of clerical staff time per school, and coding
takes from 12 to 15 minutes per transcript.

However, transcript analyses can be an important resource in designing
new measures and e cost-efficient way of conducting longitudinal stud-
ies that measure change over several student cohorts. With more and
more districts now computerizing transcripts, states may be able to make
future transcript data collection less costly by encouraging local districts
to adopt software that stores the data in a fairly uniform manner and in-
cludes some information about course levels.

Course Materials Data on course materials proved to be the most problematic type of
benchmark data. We had originally hoped to collect sample assign-
ments, as well as course syllabi and final examinations. However, a pre-
test indicated that such an effort would be burdensome to teachers and
would be difficult to interpret validly (e.g., the data would not indicate
whether the collected assignment was a typical assignment for the third
week of the semester or a teacher's "best" or "most difficult" assign-
ment). Consequently, we decided only to request a copy of each sur-
veyed teacher's syllabus (asking how much of the material in it was cov-
ered in last year's class) and a copy of the final examination. Even this
limited information was difficult to obtain. Only about half of the sam-
pled teachers were able to provide both items, because many do not re-
tain syllabi and examinations from one year to the next' Requesting fi-

7An alternative strategy would be to ask teachers about their current-year comes.
Unless such a survey were conducted in June, however, the respondents would not be able
to report on topic coverage for the entire year or provide a copy of the final examination.
Another, more time-consuming strategy would be to ask teachers to submit student
assignments and examinatinns on a regular basis throughout the school year (e.g., once
every three or four weeks). This strategy would produce, in effect, teacher portfolios
containing accurate data on the coursework actually being delivered to students. However,
such data collection would have to extend over most of an academic year.
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nal examinations may also overestimate the extent to which teachers rely
on the multiple-choice format In one of the seven schools in the SRA
sample, we collected a sample of the tests that teachers administered
throughout the year, and we found that students were more likely to be
asked to elaborate the steps they used in solving mathematics problems
or to answer social studies essay questions on these tests than on final
examinations. Forty-seven percent of the 79 final examinations we re-
viewed were multiple-choice tests, with mathematics and social studies
examinations equally likely to be multiple-choice.

Despite the difficulty of collecting data on course materials, such data
provide one of the best ways to assess the corruptibility of indicator mea-
sures. For example, teacher reports of using instructional strategies or
topic coverage geared toward teaching students higher-order skills can
be checked by examining the format and content of their examinations.
Collecting data on major class projects might also be a way to ascertain
whether such teaching is occurring, and it would be subject to fewer
problems of interpretation than routine assignments.

Analysis of course materials (i.e., the parts of textbooks that are actually
covered in a class, major assignments, and examinations) is probably the
most valid way to compare the curriculum actually taught with either
professional standards or state curriculum frameworks; valid compar-
isons often cannot be made with data reported at the topic level.
Analyzing course materials can also help in determining the extent to
which topic coverage, as reported by teachers, is dictated by the organi-
zation of textbooks. Although course material reviews are expensive and
time-consuming, they are key to the design of new indicators and to
assessing the corruptibility of existing ones. Depending on a state's cur-
riculum and textbook policies, course material analysis might also be a
useful focus for special studies linked to the state's indicator system.

At first glance, benchmark data may seem an unnecessary luxury for
state indicator systems, and their collection an activity best left to aca-
demic researchers. However, we would argue that only with benchmark
data can states obtain valid and useful information on student course-
work, while still relying on relatively inexpensive data collection strate-
gies such as teacher surveys. The deeper probes required to obtain
benchmark data will allow states to validate their indicators over time
and to identify where improved measures are needed. Including
benchmark data in a system of coursework indicators may also encour-
age teachers to be more attentive in completing survey questionnaires
because they will know that the state takes the information seriously
enough to verify it through other sources.

The Need for
Benchmark Data



... only with
benchmark data can
states obtain valid
and useful
information on
student coursework,
while relying on
inexpensive data
collection strategies.

If states decide to close the current gaps in information about student
coursework, they will have to balance the expensive data collection tra-
ditionally associated with studying curriculum against the standardized,
relatively inexpensive methods used for most indicators. A system that
relies primarily on teacher surveys and aggregate enrollment statistics,
supplemented by periodic benchmark studies, provides such a balance.
We recommend that states wishing to collect more extensive data on
student ocursework should make a significant and continuing invest-
ment in benchmark data. Such an investment would require spending
about one-quarter of their coursework indicator budgets on these deeper
probes.

6,1
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6. NEXT STEPS FOR STATES

Demands on state governments to generate more and better information about the quality
of schooling have grown tremendously over the past decade. As a result, hard choices have to be
made about what data am be collected with limited resource& Clearly, the first priority will con-
tinue to be indicators of student performance. But a singular focus on schooling outcomes leaves
key questions unanswered.

The need to know how learning opportunities vary across schools and
students, whether policies to increase the rigor of student coursework
have been translated into classroom practice, and how course content
and instructional strategies affect student achievement argues for im-
proved coursework indicators. The nation and individual states can set
performance goals for their students, but whether those goals are met
will depend largely on what is taught and how it is taught in individual
schools and classrooms. At present, states lack even the most basic in-
formation about these critical elements of schooling. And, as the exam-
ples in the preceding sections have illustrated, continued reliance on
gross enrollment statistics enumerated by conventional oourse fides can
only mislead policymakers and the public. When courses called algebra
I, which most people would assume are reasonably uniform in content,
can vary significantly from classroom to classroom, new measures of
student coursework are needed.

States must consider the arguments in favor of improved coursework
indicators in light of the absolute costs of designing, collecting, analyz-
ing, and reporting new data; the potential opportunity costs of not being
able to mount as complete an indicator effort in some other area; and the
additional burden that increased data collection would impose on
schools and teachers. We believe that the benefits to be gained from this
information outweigh the costs, and that by careful design and execu-
tion, these costs can be minimized. However, each state must assess its
own future information needs, its current data gaps,and the relative im-
portance that policymakers and citizens assign to knowing what schools
are teaching.

For states that do decide to invest in coursework indicators, we recom-
mend a six-stage design process. This recommendation is based on our
experience with the SRA project and other indicator development efforts.
It is also derived from an overriding principle that we believe should
guide the design of all educational indicators: Indicator design in the
service of monitoring educational progress needs to balance both techni-
cal and policy considerations. In practice, this requires a design process
that is research-based and policy-sensitive. The six steps outlined below

f;5
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accommodate both sets of requirements. The section concludes with a
discussion of several issues that, if not addressed early on, can generate
pmblems in the use of coursework indicators.

THE DESIGN Stage 1. Identify the state's unique information needs. Those needs will
PROCESS determine not only what information is collected, but also how often it is

collected, whether it is to include all schools or a sample, and to whom
and in what format the data are to be reported. A critical element of any
indicator needs assessment is the identification of the major users of the
information and the ways in which multiple audiences can be served
with the same data. In one sense, the primary audiences for coursework
data are the general public (who will probably read the information in
their newspapers), state-level elected officials, and education department
administrators. However, if coursework data are not meaningful and
useful to local educators and parents, the information is not likely to be
used by them, nor are they apt to regard its collection seriously. To serve
these multiple audiences, data must be reported in different formats and
levels of detail. But the need to serve diverse audiences also influences
how measures are defined, what data collection strategies are used (e.g.,
state-level audiences may need information only from a representative
sample of schools, but such information would be of little use to individ-
ual schools), and the frequency and timing of reports.

Stage 2. Review recent research on indicator design. The growing body
of work on indicator design includes analyses of the major studies of
schooling and what they imply for the design of improved coursework
indicators (Murnane and Raizen, 1988; Oakes and Carey, 1989). This re-
search explores in detail the design standards outlined in Section 2, ana-
lyzes the technical reliability and validity issues that must be addressed,
and assesses existing indicators on those criteria.

If states decide to collect indicator data on the elementary school cunicu-
lum as well, this is the stage at which they would need to think about
how those measures and the data collection strategies that underlie them
would differ from a coursework focus at the high school leveL Although
we have not examined this issue in any depth, we are quite certain that it
would be necessary to use a different conceptualization and measure-
ment process for elementary-level curriculum indicators than the one we
used for high school coursework. Curricular content in elementary
schooling is not as clearly divided into separate courses as it is in high
schools, and it would be necessary to look for subject-matter content
within the content of other subjects (e.g., reading content within social
studies, science within reading). Also, in contrast to high schools, where
an entire class or section often consists of students in the same ability
group, elementary classes typically contain students of different ability
levels who are then organized by those ability levels into work groups

; E;



within the classroom. These instructional groups, several of which op-
erate in each classroom, are the primary unit of analysis for curriculum
studies because teachers tailor much of their instruction to these groups
(Barr and Dreeben, 1983). Therefore, elementary teachers could not
validly report on topic coverage or instructional strategies in the single
format used for high school teachers. They would have to report about
each instructional group separately or try to determine what proportion
of their entire class was exposed to different topics. Finally, elementary
students are much less likely than high school students to be a reliable
source of information about the instruction they receive. Concerns about
access to learning opportunities and the quality of those opportunities
call for curriculum indicators at both the elementary and secondary
levels, and both require that technical criteria and policy requirements be
balanced throughout the design process. But the conceptualization and
measurement issues are quite different for each level of schooling, and
the schooling research that should guide the development process is also
different for each.

Stage 3. Refine and adapt existing indicators. In some areas, such as
mathematics topic coverage, instructional activities, and teacher qualifi-
cations, states can adapt measures used in the SRA project and studies
such as the NELS, NAEP, and SIMS. These measures are not without
flaws, but most of them can be remedied with only minor modifications.
However, even the most robust measures must be adapted to the state
context in which they are used. It is necessary to take into consideration
which state policies influence coursework, how schools are organized in
a state (e.g., the extent of state as compared with local direction in cur-
ricular content, the grade levels at which specific courses are offered or
required), and the range of variation in students and classrooms across
the state.

Existing coursework measures must also be adapted if they are to be in-
tegrated into ongoing information systems. In most states, this means
linking coursework data with student assessments and with the collec-
tion of Jata on other elements of schooling, such as resource levels and
student and teacher characteristics. The integration of coursework indi-
cators into existing systems will depend on the extent to which they have
been defined in ways that draw on other data sources or that piggyback
on other routine data collection. For example, it may be possible to ob-
tain some data for an indicator of the match between teacher assign-
ments and qualifications from the state teacher licensure agency.
Similarly, states might arrange for teachers to complete coursework sur-
veys while their students are taking the statewide assessment.

Stage 4. Develop new measures. For those areas of coursework where
little design work has been done (in other words, subject areas outside
mathematics), new measures will have to be developed. This process is



likely to take two years for each subject area. Textbooks, curriculum
frameworks, and professional standards will have to be reviewed, and
in-depth interviews with department chairs and teachers in a variety of
schools will be necessary to identify the full range of course objectives,
topics, and instructional strategies, and to determine how they are dis-
tributed across different types of courses and student ability levels.
Finally, consensus panels of teachers and subject-matter experts will
have to be convened to ensure that measures are consistent with practi-
tioner and expert judgment, and to select candidate indicators for inclu-
sion on teadrer surveys.

There are two strategies that might be used to reduce the development
costs in any single state and to spread those costs over a longer time pe-
riod. Even though indicators must be adapted to the information needs
and policy context of individual states, much of the initial development
work will be similar. Therefore, states might consider forming consortia
(as they are already doing in the assessment area) to collaborate on de-
veloping new coursework indicators. Within a single state, development
costs can be spread out over several years by focusing on only one or two
subject areas at a time. The order in which development occurs might be
based on the subject areas emphasized in a state's performance goals or
in its curriculum policies.

Stage 5. Devise strategies for piloting the teacher surveys and collecting
benchmark data. For the most part, this is a straightforward task, but it
does require that decisions be made about the kinds of benchmark data
to be collected, collection frequency, and how the data will be used. For
example, will benchmark data be collected periodically only to validate
teacher survey data and to develop new indicators? Or will it be the
subject of full-blown studies that complement routine indicator data but
stand on their own with independent conclusions?

Stage 6. Implement data collection. If past experience is any guide, an
iterative process involving several rounds of data collection followed by
revisions in the measures and instruments will be needed to make the re-
suiting indicators technically valid and understandable to their users;
this process will also be needed to establish that data collection proce-
dures are smooth and cost-efficient. Therefore, states that decide to in-
vest in improved coursework measures will have to remain committed
for the long hauL A "one-shor collection of student coursework data
will not produce information worth the effort.

AVOIDING Those who commission and design new indicators can rarely control the
PROBLEMS ways in which those indicators are used. Nevertheless, taking into ac-

count how similar measures have been used in the past and anticipating
how new ones might be used can help avoid problems. The most serious



difficulties stem from hvo simple facts about indicators. First, as they
gain significance in the policy world, indicators provide less valid infor-
mation about what is actually occurring in classroomsthat is, they be-
come corrupted as measures. Second, indicators are powerful levers for
changing classroom behavior, but that change often is not what policy-
makers and indicator designers intended.

Both of these problems are evident in student assessment systems: Tests
may no longer measure actual achievement because students have been
coached on test content, and the curriculum to which they are exposed
has been narrowed to reflect the lower-level skills typically tested. Such
unintended consequences are due not so much to the technical quality of
assessments as to how results are used. As states have placed more em-
phasis on student test scores and have attached major policy actions to
the results, these Thigh-stakes" conditions have changed the meaning
and effect of assessment data.

It is unlikely that coursework data could ever have the same kind of high
stakes attached to their use But there are situations in which indicators
might become corrupted or teaching behavior might change in undesir-
able ways. We have already suggested that History teachers in the SRA
sample may have underestimated the frequency with which they lec-
tured or assigned students textbook reading in class because these activi-
ties have been deemphasized in current reform rhetoric. Similarly,
teachers might tend to report a greater emphasis on course objectives
that happen to be in vogue at a given time. Neither of these examples is
particularly serious if a system for collecting benchmark data is in place.
Teacher reports about instructional activities can be compared with class
assignments, and even within the survey data itself, reports of course
objectives can be assessed for consistency with topic coverage and in-
structional activity reports.

Potentially more serious problems could result if coursework informa-
tion became another basis on which schools were compared publicly.
Just as student test scores are often interpreted out of context, comparing
schools on the basis of how much content is covered in different courses
or whether instructional strategies are consistent with current reform
rhetoric could lead to greater standardization of instructional practices.
This possthilfty represents a very real dilemma for policymakers. A ma-
jor reason for collecting coursework data is to ensure that course content
is consistent with public and professional expectations and that learning
opportunities are relatively equal across schools and students.
Therefore, state policymakers may want to send a strong signal that they
and the public do not want to have algebra classes spending most of
their time on arithmetic topics, or that they expect US. history students
to be given the opportunity to read primary materials and write research
papers. The intended effect of that signal would be for educators to
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change their classroom behavior. But few policymakers would want
teachers to have no flexibility in exercising their professional judgment
about which instructional strategies are most effective for their own stu-
dents. The line between expecting research papers to be assigned and an
unwarranted standardization of practice can become blurred if course-
work data are used in inappropriate ways (e.g., to evaluate schools or
individual teachers).

Such problems can be minimized if state officials are clear from the very
beginning about the appropriate uses of coursework indicators. These
data are most useful for documenting trends, assessing the performance
of the overall educational system, identifying and targeting policy solu-
tions, and aiding in local improvement efforts. If they are used to com-
pare schools or to assess teacher performance, they will cease to provide
valid information and may even distort instructional practices in ways
that compromise student learning.

CONCLUSIONS Improving the information base on which decisions about educational
policy and practice are made is not easy. Designing valid and useful
measures takes time; collecting the necessary data imposes financial and
other costs; and using indicator data in a constructive way requires con-
siderable thought and planning. While these represent formidable chal-
lenges in any type of indicator development, they are particularly de-
manding in the coursework area because of the need for validation and
detailed benchmark data.

Despite these challenges, the price that states will pay for not collecting
better coursework data may be even higher. Strategies for attaining per-
formance goals cannot be implemented, classroom learning opportuni-
ties cannot be equalized, and policy impacts cannot be effectively moni-
tored if current information gaps are not filled. Indicator development
will never have the visibility or political appeal of new policy initiatives
aimed at improving schools. Nevertheless, data about what schools are
teaching form the cornerstone of those policies, and the constituents of
public schooling need that information to continue the work of educa-
tional reform.
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Appendix

SRA SAWLE

Number of schools 7
California

Urban 2
Suburban 1

Rural 1

Georgia
Suburban 1

Rural 2

Enrollment at smallest school 336
Enrollment at largest three schools 2,000

Number of teachers surveyed
Mathematics 73

Social studies 63

Response rate (percent) 92

Number of sections in the five course categories examined
Algebra I and below 86
Algebra II 18

U.S. History 38
U.S. Government 28

Number of students surveyed
Tenth grade 2,571

Twelfth grade 1,937
Response rate (percent) 75

Number of transcripts codeda
Class of 1986/87b 511

Class of 1989 514

Class of 1991 516

'Seventy-five transcripts were sampled from the relevant ninth grade class at each school,
but about 2 percemt were deleted because the transcripts either were sampled from the wrong
classes or were not photocopied in their entirety.

{The class of 1986 was used for the California schools and the class of 1987 was used for
the Georgia schools because they represent the last classes to pmgress through high school in
each state before state-mandated increases in course requirements took effect.

7 1
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